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RESEARCH AND TEACHING ON LAW FACULTIES: AN
EMPIRICAL EXPLORATION
DEBORAH JONES MERRITF*
Some professors maintain that research and teaching are comple-
mentary, that the best scholars are also the most outstanding teachers.
Other academics believe that these two tasks detract from one an-
other, so that professors must choose eminence in either teaching or
research. Legislators and members of the public often join the latter
group, charging that professors devote too much time to scholarship
and too little time to classroom instruction.
Is it possible to resolve this debate empirically? More than thirty
studies have attempted to explore the relationship between research
and teaching in higher education.' Contrary to dire predictions by
some members of the public, only one of those studies identified a
statistically significant negative relationship between scholarly pro-
duction and teaching effectiveness.2 Most of the remaining investiga-
tions found a weak but significant positive relationship between these
* John Deaver Drinko/Baker & Hostetler Chair in Law, The Ohio State University. The
research reported in this article would not have been possible without the help of Jennifer
Cihon, George Hoskins, Rosanne Mitchell, Rachael Russo, and Rebecca Woods, all current or
former Ohio State law students who contributed to building the database. I am also grateful to
Kathryn Barry and Stefanie Neubauer, graduate students in the Ohio State sociology depart-
ment, for assisting on this project. James Brudney, Ruth Colker, Lowell Hargens, Andrew Mer-
ritt, and Barbara Reskin provided invaluable comments on both survey design and a previous
draft of this article. Barbara has co-authored several other articles drawing upon portions of this
database; her insights and work permeate the research. I presented a draft of the article at a
faculty workshop held at New York University, and received further useful suggestions. The
Sociolegal Center at the College of Law provided financial and other support for the empirical
work reflected here.
1. See, e.g., John M. Braxton, Contrasting Perspectives on the Relationship Between Teach-
ing and Research, in FACULTY TEACHING AND RESEARCH: Is THERE A CONFLICr? (John M.
Braxton ed. 1996) (collecting studies); Kenneth A. Feldman, Research Productivity and Scholarly
Accomplishment of College Teachers as Related to Their Instructional Effectiveness: A Review
and Exploration, 26 RES. HIGHER EDUC. 227, 230-39 (1987) (same).
2. See R.A. Hoffman, Correlates of Faculty Performance, 18 C. STUDENT J. 164 (1984); see
also Braxton, supra note 1, at 9 (categorizing studies); Feldman, supra note 1, at 275 ("Nearly
without exception, the many studies located for review have not found (for their total samples)
statistically significant inverse associations between research productivity or scholarly accom-
plishment of faculty, as measured in a variety of ways, and students' assessments of these teach-
ers' overall instructional effectiveness."). But see Mary Frank Fox, Research, Teaching, and
Publication Productivity: Mutuality Versus Competition in Academia, 65 Soc. EDUC. 293, 295-97,
301 (1992) (finding that the social scientists in a sample who published the most invested more
time in their scholarship and less in their teaching than did other social scientists in the sample;
the study did not explore any relationship between scholarly productivity and teaching
excellence).
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two academic tasks; professors who excelled at teaching, in other
words, also tended to be the most productive scholars. 3 Other studies
found no significant relationship between teaching and research; pro-
ductive scholars were no more or less likely than their less prolific
colleagues to excel in the classroom. 4
This article expands upon previous analyses by probing the rela-
tionship between teaching and research in a population of law profes-
sors who have been teaching seven to eleven years. Few studies
explore the teaching/research dynamic at professional schools and
none have yet investigated that relationship on law faculties. 5 The ar-
ticle also builds upon previous analyses by using several different
measures of both teaching effectiveness and scholarly productivity and
by controlling for a greater number of background variables than has
3. See Braxton, supra note 1, at 9 (listing 20 studies that showed a significant positive
relationship between research and teaching). Although each of these studies identified a statisti-
cally significant, positive relationship between research and teaching, the relationship was quite
modest in nine of the reports. For that reason, Braxton characterizes only 11 of these studies as
supporting the view that research and teaching are complementary. See id; see also Feldman,
supra note 1, at 239-40 (conducting a meta-analysis of 29 studies in this field and finding, overall,
a weak but significant positive relationship between effective teaching and scholarly productiv-
ity); Thomas C. Noser et al., Research Productivity and Perceived Teaching Effectiveness: A Sur-
vey of Economics Faculty, 37 RES. HIGHER EDUc. 299, 319 (1996) (finding a "statistically
significant but marginal positive relationship between research activity and teaching effective-
ness for those [economics professors] who teach primarily at the undergraduate level"); J. Fred-
erick Volkwein & David A. Carbone, The Impact of Departmental Research and Teaching
Climates on Undergraduate Growth and Satisfaction, 65 J. HIGHER EDUC. 147 (1994) (study of 27
departments at research university found student experience was most satisfactory in depart-
ments rated highly for both research and teaching).
4. See Braxton, supra note 1 (listing seven studies that found no significant relationship
between research and teaching). Braxton characterizes nine other studies as falling into this
category; although those studies produced statistically significant relationships, the relationships
were quite small. See id.; see also Feldman, supra note 1, at 275 (concluding, based on a meta-
analysis of 29 studies, that "on the whole, scholarly accomplishment or research productivity of
college and university faculty members is only slightly associated with teaching proficiency");
Noser et al., supra note 3, at 319 (recent empirical study of the relationship between research
and teaching among economics faculty yielded "mixed or conflicting results for those who teach
primarily at the graduate level"); John R. Tanner et al., Management-Faculty Research Productiv-
ity and Perceived Teaching Effectiveness, May/June 1992 J. EDUc. Bus. 261 (survey of manage-
ment faculty identified no significant relationship between research and teaching); Volkwein &
Carbone, supra note 3 (no significant correlation between measures of research and teaching
effectiveness in 27 departments at research university).
5. One study included engineering and management faculties, D.N. Braunstein & G.J.
Benston, Student and Department Chairman Views of the Performance of University Professors,
58 J. APPLIED PSYCH. 244 (1973), while another included engineering, business, education, and
health professors. John A. Centra, Research Productivity and Teaching Effectiveness, 18 REs.
HIGHER EDUc. 379 (1983). Even these studies included professional faculty as part of a larger
study of university professors. See Braunstein & Benston, supra, at 245; Centra, supra, at 383. A
more recent investigation examined management faculty, but the professors taught both gradu-
ate and undergraduate students. See Tanner et al., supra note 4.
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been possible in most other studies. 6 These controls allow explora-
tion, not only of the relationship between research and teaching, but
of other predictors of excellence in those endeavors.
The first part of the article explains the study's method in some
detail. Part two then reports empirical findings on the relationship
between research and teaching in this population of law professors. A
final section of the article summarizes these findings and discusses
their implications for legal academics. Consistent with many other
studies in this field, the article finds no significant relationship be-
tween excellence in teaching and distinction in scholarship. Instead,
teaching excellence appears difficult to predict, at least with currently
available predictors, while scholarly distinction relates most strongly
to earlier achievement in scholarship.
I. STUDY METHOD
A. Population
The population for this study includes all professors who began
their first tenure-track position at an accredited U.S. law school be-
tween the fall of 1986 and spring of 1991, and who remained on the
tenure track at one of those schools in the fall of 1997.7 A total of 832
professors fit that description. By the time of the current study, these
professors had held tenure-track positions for seven to eleven years.
6. The current study also is unusual in both focusing on one discipline and including
faculty members from all accredited departments in that field. Scholars have criticized analyses
that group faculty from many disciplines, because the relationship between research and teach-
ing may vary among fields. See, e.g., Fox, supra note 2, at 294. Focusing on professors at a single
institution, on the other hand, both limits generalizability and risks overlooking relationships
between research and teaching because variation in research productivity within a single institu-
tion is lower than among all institutions in the field. See Feldman, supra note 1, at 245; Fox,
supra note 2, at 294.
7. As explained in other articles analyzing portions of this database, tenure-track profes-
sors include those with the titles "assistant professor," "associate professor," "professor," or (in
the University of California system) "acting professor." To qualify for the population, these
professors must not hold law library appointments and must teach at least one course other than
legal writing or research, trial or appellate advocacy, or a clinic. See Deborah Jones Merritt &
Barbara F. Reskin, Sex, Race, and Credentials: The Truth About Affirmative Action in Law
Faculty Hiring, 97 COLUM. L. REV. 199, 209-10 (1997). Accredited law schools include the 178
schools that were accredited between 1986 and 1991, except for the Judge Advocate General's
school and three law schools located in Puerto Rico. See id. at 207 n.18. To determine whether a
professor still held a tenure-track position in the fall of 1997, I checked the 1997-98 edition of
The AALS Directory of Law Teachers [hereinafter AALS Directory] published by the Associa-
tion of American Law Schools. A few new schools have been accredited since 1991. If a profes-
sor in the original population moved to a tenure-track position at one of those schools, I retained
the professor in the study population.
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Almost all had tenure.8 I included the entire population in the study,
rather than sampling population members.9
These professors have established their scholarly reputations and
teaching credentials, allowing examination of any relationship be-
tween these two academic tasks. Yet the population is junior enough
to represent new trends in the legal academy. Probing the relation-
ship between teaching and research in this junior population also al-
lowed me to search for any negative association in a context where it
might be most visible; previous scholars have hypothesized that any
negative correlation between teaching and research would be most
pronounced during the early years, when professors are learning to
balance those two tasks.10
B. Dependent Variables: Primary Measures of Teaching
and Research
Excellent teaching and research take many forms, and many of
those forms are difficult to quantify. For this study, I did not attempt
to analyze all aspects of excellent instruction or scholarship. Instead, I
selected three measures of scholarship and two of teaching that indi-
cate different types of success in those endeavors. By analyzing as-
sociations among these variables, as well as among these primary
variables and some subsidiary measures of teaching and research, I
offer several perspectives on the relationship between teaching and
research. Even though these variables do not capture all aspects of
excellent performance, the associations among the variables begin to
describe the relationship between the broader concepts of teaching
and research."
8. Although I have no direct measure of tenure status, most law schools follow an "up or
out" policy under which professors must achieve tenure by their seventh year or leave the ten-
ure-track faculty. Although a few professors in the population may have changed law schools or
otherwise delayed their tenure decisions, the length of time most of these professors had served
on the tenure track suggests that they had obtained tenure. Most professors in the population,
moreover, had received promotions (such as from assistant to associate professor or associate to
full professor) that often accompany the grant of tenure.
9. For variables dependent on the 1997 mailed survey, see infra notes 26-30 and accompa-
nying text, I could analyze only professors who responded to the survey. I included the entire
population, however, in the mailing.
10. See Centra, supra note 5, at 381; Feldman, supra note 1, at 268; Stanley J. Michalak, Jr.
& Robert J. Friedrich, Research Productivity and Teaching Effectiveness at a Small Liberal Arts
College, 52 J. HIGHER EDUC. 578, 591 (1981).
11. See Feldman, supra note 1, at 239-40 (concluding, based on extensive analysis of 29
studies, that the particular measure of scholarly achievement or teaching excellence had little
impact on describing a relationship between the two).
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1. Published scholarly articles
The first publication variable counts all articles published in
scholarly journals between the year of the professor's tenure-track ap-
pointment and the summer of 1996. Working with a research assis-
tant, I gathered citations for each professor from two electronic
databases: the Legal Resource Index and Article First. The Legal Re-
source Index includes articles published in more than 850 legal period-
icals, 12 while Article First catalogues articles published in more than
11,500 journals in the sciences, social sciences, business, and humani-
ties.13 Together, these indices include most scholarly journals in which
a law professor might publish. In particular, the Legal Resource In-
dex encompasses most legal periodicals, while Article First covers a
wide range of journals from other disciplines.
These indices also include articles published in newspapers, popu-
lar magazines, or bar journals. The dependent variable, however, ex-
cludes those articles-focusing instead on scholarly publications.
Likewise, the variable excludes book reviews, dedications, and tran-
scripts of panel discussions, even if those pieces appeared in a schol-
arly journal. By including only articles (including those published in
symposia), essays, and article responses published in law reviews or
scholarly journals from other disciplines, the variable concentrates on
articles that constitute the core of faculty scholarship. 14
For each professor, the research assistant searched for articles
published under the professor's full name as well as under multiple
variations of that name.15 For women who changed their names after
entering teaching, or who used a middle name that might have been a
12. The journals indexed by the Legal Resource Index ("LRI") include law reviews, bar
association journals, and legal newspapers. LRI aims to provide comprehensive indexing of all
law-related journals; the American Association of Law Librarians has endorsed that index. My
research assistant used the version of LRI accessible through Westlaw for this search.
13. Article First is a product of the Online Computer Library Center in Dublin, Ohio. It is
accessible to Ohio State University faculty and students through the university's online cata-
logue. The journals indexed in Article First include many, but not all, law reviews. We used this
aspect of Article First to double-check our search for law-related articles in the Legal Resource
Index. We did identify some additional articles in that manner; in particular, Article First was
more up-to-date than LRI, listing articles within days of their appearance. More important,
Article First indexes a large number of nonlaw journals in which law professors might publish
interdisciplinary articles.
14. The variable gives coauthored articles the same weight as solo-authored ones. Rela-
tively few articles were coauthored and preliminary analyses suggested no difference between
the effects of solo-authored and coauthored articles.
15. For example, the assistant searched for articles listed under the professor's last name
and two or more initials. He also searched for both portions of hyphenated last names, common
variations of first names, and (especially if an initial search yielded no hits) for possible misspell-
ings of the first and last names.
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previous last name, the assistant searched under all possible name
combinations. For common first and last names generating a large
number of potential articles, the assistant referred to the professor's
areas of expertise and exercised discretion over whether the professor
might have authored the article. This discretion was especially impor-
tant in excluding articles from other disciplines located by Article
First; we rarely excluded articles in legal periodicals located by either
database.
The search method may have overlooked some scholarly articles
published by some professors.16 The method, however, was more
comprehensive than most index searches and, most important, was un-
likely to have been systematically biased in ways related to the vari-
ables under study. It is unlikely, for example, that the search missed
articles by professors who had won teaching awards but identified ar-
ticles by professors who had not won those awards. For analyses of a
large population like the present one, the absence of systematic bias is
more important than complete accuracy with respect to any one popu-
lation member.
The dependent variable includes only articles published after the
year that the professor began tenure-track teaching and before late
June of 1996.17 Articles published up through the year of the profes-
sor's entry on the tenure track appear as part of a control variable,
pre-hiring scholarly articles. 18
2. Published books
The second publication variable indicates whether a professor
published any books after joining the tenure track. This variable in-
cludes both books listed in the AALS Directory of Law Teachers1 9
16. Previous scholars, however, have identified a high correlation between articles located
through index searches and articles listed on professors' resumes. See Paul D. Allison & John A.
Stewart, Productivity Differences Among Scientists: Evidence for Accumulative Advantage, 39
AM. Soc. REv. 596, 599 (1974) (reporting correlation coefficient of .94); Mary Jo Clark & John
A. Centra, Influences on the Career Accomplishments of Ph.D.s, 23 RES. HIGHER EDuc. 256, 259
(1985) (reporting correlation coefficient of .84).
17. June of 1996 simply represents a convenient cut-off point for gathering articles. Coding
the articles and entering them into the database consumed most of an academic year, so I had to
conclude the search at a relatively early date.
18. See infra note 37 and accompanying text for further discussion of this variable. I in-
cluded articles published in the year of the professor's tenure-track appointment in the pre-
hiring category because most professors begin teaching in the fall of the calendar year and most
journals take at least six months to publish articles. Even an article published in December of
the year that the professor began tenure-track teaching, therefore, most likely was accepted for
publication by June of that year.
19. The AALS Directory, published annually by the Association of American Law Schools,
provides biographical data on all instructors teaching full time at an accredited law school. See
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and books listed in an online catalogue maintained by Ohio's major
universities.20 The variable includes both authored and edited books,.
as well as books for which the professor was one of several authors or
editors.21 The variable also includes several types of books: university
press books, casebooks, treatises, practitioner works, and books for
the general public. Future analyses might attempt to distinguish some
of these categories, but the total number of books published by
professors in the population was sufficiently small that for this study I
created a single dichotomous variable indicating whether the profes-
sor had published any books after entering the tenure track.22 My
search included books listed in the 1996-97 edition of the AALS Di-
rectory or catalogued in the online catalogue through the summer of
1997.
3. Articles in top-twenty journals
The first two variables measure quantity of publications without
attempting to capture quality. The third variable taps one aspect of
quality by indicating whether each professor published any articles in
one of twenty top legal journals after starting his or her tenure-track
position.
For this variable, I used a list of twenty most-cited law reviews
compiled by James Lindgren and Daniel Seltzer.23 I defined articles
supra note 7. Professors may list up to three books in their AALS Directory entries. I used the
1996-97 edition of the AALS Directory to identify books for this study. I eliminated a few
AALS Directory entries in which a professor listed a chapter or other portion of a book, rather
than a full book, but otherwise counted all books listed by the professors.
20. This electronic database, named "OhioLINK," catalogues all books shelved by the State
Library of Ohio, 17 universities across the state (including The Ohio State University and two
private research universities), and two dozen community colleges. A research assistant searched
listings in this electronic catalogue in the same manner described for the article search. See
supra note 15 and accompanying text. The assistant, in other words, searched for variations of
each professor's name and, particularly when a professor had a common first and last name,
exercised discretion in counting books in unrelated fields.
21. I found more instances of coauthorship and coeditorship for books than articles. The
relatively small number of books overall, however, argued against attempting to distinguish
coauthored books for this study. Likewise, the small number of books argued against attempting
to distinguish edited works from authored ones.
22. Even a practitioner-oriented book, moreover, represents a substantial amount of schol-
arly work. For that reason I included books written for practitioners while excluding typically
brief bar journal pieces from the dependent variable measuring number of scholarly articles.
To distinguish pre-hiring and post-hiring books, I counted any book published through the calen-
dar year of the first tenure-track job as a pre-hiring book. Books published in the calendar year
following a professor's first year on the tenure-track counted as post-hiring books. The number
of pre-hiring books constituted a control variable. See infra note 38 and accompanying text for
further discussion of that variable.
23. See James Lindgren & Daniel Seltzer, The Most Prolific Law Professors and Faculties,
71 CHI.-KEN- L. REV. 781, 791 (1996). Lindgren and Seltzer compiled this list by counting jour-
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and time periods in the same manner as for the first dependent varia-
ble, number of published scholarly articles. Thus, this variable indi-
cates whether any of those articles appeared in top-twenty journals.
Because only about one-third of the professors had published a post-
hiring article in a top-twenty journal, and variation in the number of
articles published by those professors was small,2 4 1 created a dichoto-
mous variable that distinguished professors who had published at least
one article in a top-twenty journal from professors who had published
none.
2 5
4. Teaching awards
A fourth dependent variable indicates whether each professor
won any teaching awards before the fall of 1997. To gather this infor-
mation, I mailed a survey to population members in September
1997.26 After two follow-up mailings, 57% of the population had re-
sponded. As with articles published in top-twenty journals, only
about one-third of the population had won any teaching awards, and
variation in the number of awards was small.27 Once again, therefore,
I created a dichotomous variable indicating whether each professor
had won any awards for teaching.
The survey response rate was quite high for this type of mailed
survey.28 Nonetheless, analysis revealed that survey respondents dif-
nal citations in both Shepard's Law Review Citations and the Social Science Citation Index. See
id. at 786. For a full description of their method, see id. at 786-92. The top-20 journals, accord-
ing to the Lindgren and Seltzer list, are the Harvard Law Review, Yale Law Journal, Michigan
Law Review, Stanford Law Review, Columbia Law Review, Virginia Law Review, University of
Pennsylvania Law Review, University of Chicago Law Review, California Law Review, Texas
Law Review, Duke Law Journal, Southern California Law Review, Cornell Law Review, Ge-
orgetown Law Journal, UCLA Law Review, Journal of Legal Studies, New York University Law
Review, Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review, Vanderbilt Law Review, and North-
western University Law Review. See id. at 791.
24. See infra Table 7.
25. I did not attempt to distinguish in-house publications at the top-20 journals from other
top-20 publications. Instead, I controlled for prestige of the professor's tenure-track institution
in my multivariate regression on the likelihood of publishing in a top-20 journal. That control
revealed that professors at prestigious institutions are significantly more likely than other profes-
sors to publish in the top-20 journals. See infra Table 9. Part of that advantage may be due to in-
house publication; some may be due to other factors. See infra note 127. For purposes of the
current study, examining the relationship between teaching and research, it is not necessary to
distinguish the components of this advantage. It is sufficient, instead, simply to control for the
prestige of the tenure-track institution.
26. A copy of the survey appears in Appendix A. The survey includes some variables not
analyzed in the current study.
27. See infra Table 10 (reporting that 36.1% of the survey respondents had won at least one
teaching award, while only 13.2% had won more than one).
28. Another recent study on the relationship between research and teaching obtained only
a 34.4% response rate from a mailing to economics faculty members. See Noser et al., supra
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fered in some ways from nonrespondents. Women were significantly
more likely to respond than men, and white professors were signifi-
cantly more likely to respond than minority professors. Younger
faculty members responded at a significantly higher rate than older
colleagues. Professors who taught family law, legal writing, clinical
subjects, or trial/appellate advocacy were significantly more likely to
respond, while professors who taught corporate law were significantly
less likely to answer. Professors who listed a larger number of courses
that they had taught (and were willing to teach again) in the AALS
Directory of Law Teachers, or who held a nontenure-track position
before entering the tenure track, were significantly more likely than
other professors to respond to the survey. Conversely, professors who
taught at the same school from which they obtained their J.D. were
significantly less likely to respond.
These differences counsel caution in drawing some types of con-
clusions from the survey. For example, even though one-third of the
respondents reported winning a teaching award, the same proportion
might not hold for the full population of professors in this career co-
hort. The winners of awards might have been more likely than other
professors to respond to the survey.29 Of equal concern, members of
one of the groups over-represented among respondents (such as fam-
ily law professors) might have been especially likely or unlikely to win
a teaching award. Any of these biases could distort predictions about
the percentage of all law professors who have won teaching awards or
about bivariate associations between those awards and other factors
(such as research productivity) in the full population.
The majority of multivariate analyses reported below, however,
were able to control for survey response. 30 Whenever I used survey
response as a variable in a regression equation, the coefficient for that
note 3, at 301. The authors nonetheless characterized the response rate as "quite high, in com-
parison to the established norms in survey research." Id. A survey of management faculty by
some of the same authors obtained a 24.3% response rate. See Tanner et al., supra note 4, at 262
(reporting that 182 usable questionnaires returned from mailing of 750 was a "reasonable re-
sponse rate"). See generally PAMELA L. ALRECK & ROBERT B. SETTLE, THE SURVEY RE-
SEARCH HANDBOOK 45 (1985) (finding response rates above 30% are rare in mail surveys);
EARL BABBLE, THE PRACTICE OF SOCIAL RESEARCH 242 (5th ed. 1989) (concluding that a "re-
sponse rate of at least 50% is adequate for analysis and reporting").
29. The survey attempted to minimize this danger by placing the question about teaching
awards on the reverse side of the survey after a series of questions about teaching load, promo-
tion and tenure practices, and attitudes towards teaching and research. The survey thus did not
obviously tempt those who had won awards to take the opportunity to register that fact-nor did
it obviously discourage those who had not won awards from answering the questions.
30. I discuss the meaning of multivariate analysis in more detail below. See infra note 57
and accompanying text.
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variable failed even to approach significance. This suggests that sur-
vey response did not bias the relationships of interest in this study.
That fact, together with the relatively high response rate, lends confi-
dence to many predictions based on survey responses.
Previous studies of the relationship between teaching and re-
search most commonly used student evaluations to measure teaching
effectiveness. A number of those studies, however, used teaching
awards as a more effective measure of instructional excellence. 31 I
chose the latter measure for three reasons. First, providing reports of
student evaluations would have been more onerous for respondents,
yielding a much lower response rate. Second, such a request might
well have biased the returns-with professors holding high evalua-
tions more likely to send them.32 Finally, receipt of a teaching award
indicates a higher degree of consensus on a professor's quality than do
evaluations in any single class or set of classes. Indeed, some awards
depend upon consensus among students and faculty.33
31. See, e.g., M.A. Faia, Teaching and Research: Rapport or Mesalliance, 4 RES. HIGHER
EDUC. 235, 243 (1976); Jack E. Rossman, Teaching, Publication, and Rewards at a Liberal Arts
College, 24 IMPROVING C. & U. TEACHING 238, 238 (1976); Gerald V. Teague, Compatibility of
Teaching and Research at a Large Land-Grant University, 29 IMPROVING C. & U. TEACHING 33,
34 (1981); see also Charles A. Goldsmid et al., Perceived Attributes of Superior Teachers (PAST):
An Inquiry into the Giving of Teacher Awards,14 AM. EDUC. RES. J. 423, 425 (1977) (identifying
attributes that predict nominations for teaching awards); Herbert W. Marsh, The Validity of
Students' Evaluations: Classroom Evaluations of Instructors Independently Nominated As Best
and Worst Teachers by Graduating Seniors, 14 AM. EDuc. RES. J. 441 (1977) (concluding that
professors designated "most outstanding" by graduating seniors received significantly higher
classroom evaluations than professors designated "least outstanding").
32. Requesting professors to list teaching awards could produce a similar bias. As noted
above, however, I attempted to minimize this bias by placing the question about teaching awards
on the reverse side of a survey seeking information on a variety of matters related to teaching
and research. See supra note 29. The question about teaching awards did not play any specially
prominent role in this survey.
33. See, e.g., Teague, supra note 31, at 34. Neither the survey nor this variable attempted to
distinguish student-given awards from faculty-designated ones. The total percentage of respon-
dents reporting any awards (about one-third) was small enough to justify viewing any teaching
award as a mark of distinction. See also Rossman, supra note 31, at 239 (reporting high correla-
tion between student and faculty nominations of outstanding teachers).
Some faculty members have expressed concern that teaching awards may reflect biases based on
sex, race, age, political outlook, or other factors. If such biases exist, however, they most likely
would affect other measures of teaching excellence (such as student ratings in individual courses)
as well. As noted above, it is impossible to obtain perfect measures of teaching or scholarly
excellence. It is noteworthy, moreover, that my regression equation for the likelihood of win-
ning a teaching award did not identify any demographic characteristics as significant predictors
of the likelihood of winning an award. See infra Table 12. After controlling for other factors, in
other words, political outlook, sex, race, age, and other demographic variables did not signifi-
cantly affect the likelihood of winning a teaching award. The absence of significant relationships
in this equation does not prove that the process of conferring teaching awards is bias-free. If
members of one of these demographic groups are better teachers than members of the other
groups (as judged by some "bias free" process), then the absence of a significant relationship
does reflect bias. The failure of the coefficients for any of these demographic variables to attain
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5. Instructional credit hours
Most studies of the relationship between research and teaching
focus on scholarly productivity and teaching excellence (as measured
by student evaluations or teaching awards). Only a few previous stud-
ies have attempted to explore the relationship between scholarly pro-
ductivity and the time professors devote to teaching. 34 The time
demands of classroom teaching, however, may affect scholarly produc-
tivity as much or more than any measure of excellence in the class-
room. My final dependent variable, therefore, measures the number
of credit hours taught by professors during the 1996-97 academic year.
The 1997 survey asked respondents to list the courses they had
taught during the 1996-97 academic year, as well as the credit hours
for each course. For faculty members who taught full-time in 1996-97,
the final dependent variable sums those credit hours. If a respondent
indicated that he or she had a reduced teaching load during the 1996-
97 academic year, then I adjusted the respondent's teaching load to
reflect the reduction.35
Even with this adjustment, an individual professor's teaching load
in one year might differ from his or her load in other years. Over a
large population, however, these differences would even out. In par-
ticular, there is no reason to suppose that any 1996-97 idiosyncrasies
favored either productive or unproductive scholars-the comparison
of primary interest in this study. The 1996-97 teaching load, therefore,
significance, however, suggests that gross biases do not taint the selection of recipients for teach-
ing awards.
34. For a recent example of a study investigating this aspect of research and teaching, see
Fox, supra note 2, at 297.
35. For a 50% reduction, for example, I multiplied the reported credit hours by two. For a
25% reduction, I multiplied the reported credit hours by one and one third. I used this adjust-
ment to create a measure of each respondent's expected teaching load, rather than their actual
teaching load, for two reasons. First, I wanted an approximation of teaching load during an
average year, rather than a year in which the respondent happened to have a reduced load.
Second, I controlled separately for both administrative work and reduced loads for the purpose
of conducting research, see infra note 41 and accompanying text, two activities that might affect
a professor's allocation of available time between teaching and research. If a respondent re-
ported a reduced teaching load for disability, maternity, childcare, or related reasons, I assumed
that those demands affected the respondent's time for research as well as teaching. Adjusting
the teaching load thus provided a standardized measure of the amount of work time (if a respon-
dent had worked full time) devoted to teaching.
Some respondents volunteered information about course reductions as part of their course
listings. In addition, a separate survey question asked respondents to list reductions in teaching
load (for any reason) during the last five academic years. I checked the latter responses for
1996-97 reductions and used those to adjust the teaching load variable.
A few survey respondents did not provide sufficient information about teaching load to
construct this variable. The total number of professors included in analyses of teaching load
(461), therefore, is slightly less than the number of survey respondents.
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provides an indication of the amount of work time each professor de-
voted to teaching.36
C. Other Variables Related to Teaching or Scholarship
The analyses reported below focus primarily on the five depen-
dent variables outlined above. In addition, however, the study gath-
ered information about a number of other characteristics related to
research or teaching. These variables served both as control variables
in analyses of the dependent variables and as additional variables of
interest, enriching the investigation of research and teaching.
I created three variables measuring a professor's scholarly output
before joining the tenure track. The first counts the number of schol-
arly articles the professor published before that appointment. 37 The
second indicates whether any of those pre-hiring articles appeared in a
top-twenty journal. The third designates whether the professor pub-
lished any books before starting on the tenure track. I gathered infor-
mation for these variables through the publication searches described
above, and defined them in ways similar to the three dependent vari-
ables-except for the difference in relevant time period. 38
Another cluster of variables expanded information on teaching
load. From survey responses, I constructed a variable indicating each
respondent's student-contact hours during the 1996-97 academic year.
This variable multiplied the number of credit hours for each course
times the number of students enrolled in the course, then summed
those products. As with the credit-hours variable, I used a multiplier
36. I could have asked professors to estimate the percentage of each week or year that they
devoted to teaching. Self-reports of workload, however, are notoriously unreliable. Instead, I
chose academic-year credit hours as the best single indicator of the time each professor devoted
to teaching. Several other variables discussed infra Part I.C (such as the nature of the courses
each professor taught, the number of different subjects taught, a history of administrative work,
and semesters of research leave or sabbatical taken by each professor) amplified the credit-hours
measure in multivariate analyses.
37. "Articles" in this context includes student notes as long as those notes appeared in one
of the indices. The indices seemed to include all notes published after their effective dates. See
infra note 38.
38. The cut-off point dividing pre-hiring from post-hiring books and articles was December
31 of the year the professor started his or her first tenure-track job. Books or articles published
through the end of the starting year, in other words, counted as pre-hiring publications. I used
this cut-off point to account for the lag in publication itself; a professor almost certainly would
have finished any book or article published in December by the preceding summer.
Article First, the database I used to identify articles published in nonlaw journals, dates
back only to January 1990. My measure of pre-hiring articles, therefore, lacks nonlaw articles
listed in that index. The Legal Resource Index extends back to 1980, so I was able to gather
most pre-hiring law articles by professors. Both the AALS Directory and the online catalogue in
which I searched for books have no cut-off for early publications.
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to adjust contact hours for professors who taught only part of the year
or had reduced teaching loads.39 Two other variables, also drawn
from the survey, indicated the number of credit hours each professor
taught during the summer of 1997 and the number of student-contact
hours that summer. I used these variables to assess whether summer
teaching affected teaching awards or research productivity.
40
The survey asked professors to list any reductions in teaching
load, as well as the reasons for those reductions, during the previous
five years. I used those responses to count the number of semesters of
research-related leave each professor had obtained. These leaves in-
cluded sabbaticals, research leaves, leaves of absence to conduct re-
search at other universities or research foundations, and reduced
teaching loads attributed to research or tenure preparation. 4
1 I
counted one-course reductions in teaching load as half semesters of
leave.
Drawing upon both survey responses and biographical informa-
tion in the AALS Directory, I created another variable indicating
whether each professor had held an administrative appointment since
joining the tenure track. This variable included appointments as dean,
associate dean, assistant dean, or director of a program. I used this
variable to control for both reductions in teaching load for these ad-
ministrators and the special demands of their position.
39. I chose credit hours, rather than contact hours, for my primary measure of teaching load
because the latter measure was less reliable for professors who reported any reduction in teach-
ing load during the 1996-97 academic year. Professors expressed their reductions as a percent-
age of credit hours. Thus, it was relatively straightforward to adjust their 1996-97 credit hours to
reflect credit hours in a year with no course reductions. I had no way of knowing how many
students professors might have taught in courses they skipped because of a reduced teaching
load; I used the same multiplier as I did for credit hours, which assumes that the number of
students in skipped courses would have equaled the number of students in courses professors
actually taught. Thus, estimates of contact hours are less reliable than estimates of credit hours
for professors with a reduced teaching load.
40. These variables offer only a very rough indicator of summer teaching, because I ob-
tained information for only one summer. A sizable number of professors may teach once every
two or three summers, resulting in undercounting of summer teaching. There is no reason, how-
ever, to believe that this undercounting was biased with respect to any of my dependent
variables.
41. I excluded leaves for maternity, child care, or disability from this count because I was
interested in assessing the effect of leaves devoted to research. These other leaves compensate a
professor for inability to work full-time at teaching and research tasks; they do not provide
concentrated time for research. For similar reasons, I excluded leaves of absence to work in
government, private practice, or industry. Professors who take these leaves work full-time in the
substitute position; although that position may inform their future research, it does not provide
released time for research. I coded released time for administrative work as a separate variable,
explained infra, in the next paragraph.
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From the AALS Directory, finally, I constructed ten different
variables reflecting the courses each professor listed.42 The first of
these variables counts the number of distinct seminars listed by each
professor; the second counts the number of different nonseminar
classes. The other eight variables indicate whether each professor
listed any classes in constitutional law, corporate law, family law,
trusts and estates, taxation, legal research or writing, clinical subjects,
and trial or appellate advocacy.43
D. Control Variables
I used a wide range of control variables in multivariate analyses
of the research and teaching variables. These included each profes-
sor's birth year, sex, and minority status,44 year of tenure-track ap-
pointment, prestige of the institution at which the professor obtained
the first tenure-track job,45 whether the professor used the AALS
42. The AALS Directory listings indicate courses that professors have taught and are willing
to teach again. See Merritt & Reskin, supra note 7, at 218 n.55. I used the 1995-96 edition of the
AALS Directory to count courses for these variables.
43. Each of these variables is a simple dichotomy, coded "1" for teaching any courses in
that area and "0" for teaching no courses in the area.
I chose each of these subject matters in a previous study on law school hiring. See Merritt &
Reskin, supra note 7. The subjects represent a diverse range of subjects in the law school curric-
ulum, without attempting to cover all subjects. In particular, I chose one subject (constitutional
law) that many professors express an interest in teaching; another area (trusts and estates) that
seems less popular among faculty; one (tax) that is considered highly specialized; one (family
law) that historically has shown a strong gender imbalance (with significantly more women thari
men teaching that course); and three (legal research or writing, trial or appellate advocacy, and
clinical courses) that focus on legal skills, require substantial time investments, and are often
considered lower status than other courses taught by tenure-track faculty. I also included corpo-
rate law, a core curricular subject that may not share some of these idiosyncrasies. For more
extensive discussion of the reasons for choosing these areas, as well as definitions of each subject
area, see id. at 216-20.
44. The number of minority professors was too small to support separate analyses of each
minority race. I created a single dichotomous variable indicating whether a professor was white
or the member of a racial minority. Minority designations came from three sources: the list of
minority professors appended to the AALS Directory, a survey mailed to population members in
1991, and a list of minority professors supplied by the AALS Executive Office for research
purposes.
In addition to the variable indicating minority status, I created an interaction term for mi-
nority women. This allowed me to separate the experiences of minority women from those of
minority men and white women. See Merritt & Reskin, supra note 7, at 221, for further discus-
sion of this term.
45. To measure prestige, I used a scale developed in connection with earlier studies of
faculty hiring. This scale incorporates both the median LSAT at each school for the 1991-92
entering class and the school's academic prestige rating during that year as reported by U.S.
News and World Report. See Merritt & Reskin, supra note 7, at 212-13, for further discussion of
this scale.
Most professors in the population retained their permanent appointment at the same insti-
tution during the seven to eleven years they had been in teaching. To capture any effects of
mobility, I also created a variable using the same scale described above but denoting the prestige
of the institution where each professor held a tenure-track appointment during the fall of 1997.
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recruiting process to obtain the tenure-track job,46 and whether the
professor was "inbred. ' 47 I also controlled for a variety of pre-teach-
ing experiences and credentials: selectivity of the professor's under-
graduate institution;48 prestige of the professor's J.D. school;4 9
experience as a staff member or editor on a main or secondary law
review; clerkships for the U.S. district court, U.S. court of appeals,
U.S. Supreme Court, or state supreme courts; possession of a master's
degree in law, master's degree in a non-law field, or doctoral degree in
a non-law field; and experience practicing law.50 Information for most
of these variables came from the AALS Directory; in a few instances, I
obtained information from other published sources or resumes solic-
ited from professors.5 1
Other control variables indicated whether each professor had an
employed spouse or partner, a nonemployed spouse or partner, or
children at the time that the professor sought tenure-track employ-
ment. Information for these variables came from a 1991 survey of a
larger population that included all current population members. 52
From the survey responses, I constructed three dichotomous variables
representing these three conditions and providing some control for
the demands of each professor's home life.53
Substituting that variable for the variable related to initial appointment had little effect on the
analyses reported below. Where differences occurred, I note them.
46. Information for this variable came from the 1991 survey described below. For further
description of the variable, see Merritt & Reskin, supra note 7, at 224 & n.84.
47. "Inbred" professors teach at the same institution from which they obtained a J.D. Some
research on the sociology of higher education has identified differences between inbred and
other professors. See Merritt & Reskin, supra note 7, at 223-24 n.82.
In preliminary analyses I also examined the effect of a professor's initial tenure-track rank (e.g.,
assistant professor, associate professor, or professor) on the dependent variables. I discarded
this variable, however, because it correlated too highly with birth year and did not predict
change in any of the dependent variables as successfully as birth year did.
48. For this variable, I used psychologist Alexander W. Astin's "selectivity scores" for col-
leges. See ALEXANDER W. ASTIN, WHO GOES WHERE TO COLLEGE? 57-83 (1965); see also
Merritt & Reskin, supra note 7, at 222 n.75 for further discussion of this variable.
49. This variable used the prestige scale that I calculated for tenure-track institutions. See
supra note 45.
50. I initially controlled separately for ten different types of practice experience. See Mer-
ritt & Reskin, supra note 7, at 223 n.81 (describing these types of practice). None of these
variables, however, showed any significant relationship with the dependent variables studied in
this article. I retained only a variable indicating whether a professor had any experience in law
practice (including work for private law firms, government, public interest groups, or
corporations).
51. For further discussion of all these variables, see Merritt & Reskin, supra note 7, at 222-
23.
52. That survey yielded a response rate that exceeded 70%. For further description of the
1991 survey, see Merritt & Reskin, supra note 7, at 210-11.
53. For further information on these variables, see Merritt & Reskin, supra note 7, at 225.
These variables reflect the population members' family status only at the time they sought ten-
ure-track employment. For many members of the population, that information is more than a
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Respondents to the more recent 1997 survey, finally, character-
ized their political beliefs on a scale ranging from "strongly liberal or
left" through "middle-of-the-road" to "strongly conservative or right."
From these responses, I created a dichotomous variable designating
all professors who characterized themselves as "moderately" or
"strongly" conservative or right. This allowed me to test whether
professors outside the political mainstream for law faculties54 fared
differently as researchers or teachers. 55
II. RESULTS
I discuss each of the five outcome variables below, first describing
the distribution of professors for each outcome and then discussing
bivariate comparisons of that outcome to other measures of teaching
or scholarly success.56 The bivariate comparisons reveal only whether
decade out of date. No more recent information, however, was available from any source. In-
cluding these variables provided at least some control for personal factors that might have con-
strained a professor's productivity or teaching excellence.
54. A large majority of respondents (75.4%) characterized themselves as "moderately" or
"strongly" liberal or left. Another 14.6% chose the "middle-of-the-road" designation. Only
10.0% of the population characterized themselves as conservative to some degree, raising the
possibility that these professors might fare differently in both research and teaching.
55. The survey also asked respondents to designate the religion in which they had been
raised and the highest educational degrees obtained by each parent. Parents' educational level is
a useful marker of socioeconomic background. I tested these variables in the regression equa-
tions I constructed, but found no relationship to any of the dependent variables after controlling
for other factors in the equation. I eliminated these variables from the final equations.
In addition to the control variables discussed in text, most multivariate analyses included
two variables indicating whether each professor had responded to the 1991 and 1997 surveys.
These variables allowed me to control for possible bias in survey responses. The coefficients for
these variables were never positive, suggesting that differences in survey response did not bias
the analyses.
56. I computed Pearson's correlation coefficient for all variables, including dichotomies
(such as whether a professor won a teaching award). The correlation coefficient originated as a
measure of association among interval-level variables, but social scientists commonly calculate
Pearson's correlation coefficient for dichotomies as well. See, e.g., JOHN HEDDERSON & ME-
LINDA FISHER, SPSS MADE SIMPLE 98 (2d ed. 1993). The correlation coefficient shows the rela-
tive strength of an association (with larger coefficients representing stronger associations) as well
as the direction of the association. A negative coefficient indicates that two variables are in-
versely related, while a positive coefficient suggests that they are directly related. It is possible,
finally, to compute the statistical significance of a correlation coefficient-that is, to determine
how likely that coefficient would be to result from random errors in sampling or coding data for
those variables. See infra note 59 (discussing the concept of statistical significance at greater
length). I report the size, direction, and statistical significance of all correlation coefficients in
the tables.
A correlation coefficient does not express the magnitude of an association in a way that is
easy to conceptualize. For that reason, I also discuss some other bivariate comparisons, such as
differences in group means and percentages, in text. For further discussion of the bivariate com-
parisons used here, as well as the statistical tests of significance associated with them, see PERRY
R. HINroN, STATISTICS EXPLAINED 77-102, 239-73 (1995), and R. MARK SIRKIN, STATISTICS FOR
THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 247-77, 345-436 (1995).
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some association exists between the two variables; these comparisons
do not control for other variables that might affect that relationship.
After discussing the bivariate associations, therefore, I report a mul-
tivariate analysis for each outcome. The multivariate analyses control
simultaneously for all variables in the regression equation and are
more sophisticated in identifying relationships with the dependent va-
riable.5 7 The bivariate comparisons, however, are useful to orient the
reader in the data.
A. Scholarly Articles
By the summer of 1996, the 832 professors in the population had
published a total of 4,168 post-hiring scholarly articles, or about five
articles apiece. As Table 1 shows, this mean masked substantial varia-
tion. Almost one in every twenty professors (4.7%) had not published
any articles by the summer of 1996, while another quarter of the popu-
lation (24.9%) had published only one or two scholarly articles. At
the other end of the spectrum, 9.4% of the professors had published
more than ten articles, 5.0% had published more than thirteen arti-
cles, and 1.0% had published more than twenty-one articles. The
most prolific writer had published thirty-four articles.
Seniority accounted for a substantial amount of the variation in
article productivity. The most junior cohort of professors, who began
teaching during the 1990-91 academic year, had published an average
of 3.76 articles apiece by the summer of 1996 (the end of their sixth
year of teaching). The most senior cohort, who began teaching in
1986, had published an average of 6.52 articles apiece by that same
summer, which marked the end of their tenth year on the tenure
track.
Table 2 reports bivariate correlations between the number of arti-
cles published by each professor and other variables related to re-
I performed all of the statistical analyses described in this article, including the multivariate
analyses reported below, using SPSS for Windows, version 6.1.
57. For introductory descriptions of multivariate analysis, see HINTON, supra note 56, at
275-87, and SIRKIN, supra note 56, at 446-67. I used ordinary least squares regression for the two
interval-level outcomes (number of post-hiring articles and adjusted credit hours). For the other
three, dichotomous outcomes, I employed logistic regression; dichotomous outcomes violate the
assumptions underlying ordinary least-squares regression. For further discussion of these tech-
niques, see Ivy L. LEE & MINAKO K. MAYKOVICH, STATISTICS: A TOOL FOR UNDERSTANDING
SOCIETY 454-79 (1995) (explaining ordinary least squares regression); MARIJA J. NORUSIS, SPPS
ADVANCED STATISTICS USER'S GUIDE 45-69 (1990) (explaining logistic regression).
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TABLE 1
TOTAL NUMBER OF POST-HIRING ARTICLES PUBLISHED BY 832 LAW
PROFESSORS WHO BEGAN TENURE-TRACK POSITIONS 1986-1990 AND
REMAINED ON THE TENURE TRACK IN FALL 1997
(ARTICLES COUNTED AS OF SUMMER 1996)
Cumulative
Number of Percentage of Percentage of
Number Articles Professors Population Population
0 39 4.7 4.7
1 67 8.1 12.8
2 140 16.8 29.6
3 133 16.0 45.6
4 115 13.8 59.4
5 77 9.3 68.7
6 56 6.7 75.4
7 42 5.0 80.4
8 39 4.7 85.1
9 27 3.2 88.3
10 19 2.3 90.6
11 14 1.7 92.3
12 13 1.6 93.9
13 9 1.1 95.0
Over 13 42 5.0 100.0
search and teaching. 58  As the table shows, winning an award for
teaching did not correlate significantly with the number of articles
each professor published. 59 Comparing the average number of arti-
cles published by professors who won teaching awards with the aver-
age for professors who had won no teaching awards yields the same
result: Professors who had won a teaching award published, on aver-
58. In this table, as well as subsequent ones reporting bivariate analyses, the number of
cases used in a comparison ("N") is less than 832 for comparisons drawing upon survey
responses.
59. Social scientists use tests of statistical significance to test the probability that some ran-
dom process, such as random errors in coding responses to the survey or identifying articles
published by professors, could have generated an observed result. The significance or "p-value"
for a result indicates the likelihood that the observed result could have happened by chance. For
example, the p-value for the correlation between the number of articles published and winning a
teaching award was .283. This means that the observed correlation would have occurred by
chance 28.3% of the time. Most social scientists accept results with a p-value of .05 or less as
"significant" or meaningful. See, e.g., SIRKIN, supra note 56, at 195. I follow that convention. In
some places, however, I report results that "approach significance" or display a p-value that is
greater than .05 but no more than .100. Results with this level of significance indicate a possible
relationship between two variables. It is appropriate to note such relationships in exploratory
studies like the present one, although such results should be taken as suggestive rather than
established. See id. at 195-96. When I discuss relationships that approach significance, I quantify
their significance using the form "p=.OX."
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age, 5.34 scholarly articles while professors who won no awards pub-
lished a mean of 4.91 articles. This small difference was not
statistically significant.
Six measures of teaching load-student-contact hours during the
academic year, summer teaching (measured in either contact hours or
credit hours), number of seminars taught, semesters of research leave,
and administrative work-likewise displayed no significant correla-
tions with article productivity. The number of credit hours taught dur-
ing the academic year, on the other hand, showed a significant
negative correlation with the number of articles published. Professors
who taught more credit hours published significantly fewer articles.
Conversely, the number of different courses a professor listed in the
AALS Directory produced a significant positive correlation with arti-
cle productivity. Professors who taught more courses and were willing
TABLE 2
BIVARIATE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN NUMBER OF POST-HIRING ARTICLES AND
OTHER MEASURES OF SCHOLARLY PRODUCTIVITY OR TEACHING EXCELLENCE
Correlation
Variable N Coefficient Significance
Won Teaching Award 477 .049 .283
Academic-Year Credit Hours 461 -. 111"* .017
Academic-Year Contact Hours 460 -. 016 .734
Summer Credit Hours 462 -. 007 .886
Summer Contact Hours 462 .021 .654
Number of Different Courses 832 .070** .045
Number of Different Seminars 832 .050 .146
Semesters of Research Leave 477 .073 .112
Administrative Experience 477 -. 064 .165
Taught Constitutional Law 832 .154** .000
Taught Corporate Law 832 .024 .491
Taught Family Law 832 -. 037 .289
Taught Tax Law 832 -. 081** .020
Taught Trusts and Estates 832 -. 038 .268
Taught Legal Writing/Research 832 -. 118** .001
Taught Clinical Course 832 -. 122** .000
Taught Trial/Appellate Advocacy 832 -. 104** .000
Number Pre-Hiring Articles 832 .376** .000
Pre-Hiring Top-20 Article 832 .229** .000
Pre-Hiring Book 832 .089** .011
Post-Hiring Top-20 Article 832 .308** .000
Post-Hiring Book 832 .301** .000
** Significant at .05 or less
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to keep teaching those courses also published the most scholarly
articles.
Five of the eight teaching subjects produced significant correla-
tions with article productivity. Professors who taught constitutional
law published significantly more articles than did other professors.60
Conversely, professors who taught tax law, legal research and writing,
clinical subjects, or trial/appellate advocacy published significantly
fewer articles than their colleagues. 61
The number of post-hiring articles correlated strongly with all
measures of scholarly activity, both before and after hiring. The
number of articles published before hiring showed a particularly
strong, positive correlation with the number of articles published after
hiring. Professors who published many articles before hiring contin-
ued to outpublish their colleagues after hiring. Similarly, professors
who published either a book or an article in a top-twenty journal
before starting on the tenure track published significantly more arti-
cles than their colleagues, on average, after hiring. 62
Even after hiring, different types of scholarly productivity ap-
peared to reinforce each other. Professors who published a book after
hiring published significantly more articles than did their colleagues.63
Similarly, professors who published an article in a top journal after
joining the tenure track published significantly more articles, on aver-
age, than did other professors.64
These correlations overlook the possible effects of confounding
variables, such as the prestige of the institution at which professors
60. Professors who taught constitutional law had published, on average, 6.35 articles.
Professors who did not teach that subject had published, on average, 4.68 articles. This differ-
ence, like the positive correlation reported in Table 2, is statistically significant.
61. Professors who taught tax law published an average of 3.77 articles, compared to a mean
of 5.11 articles for other professors. Professors who taught legal research and writing published,
on average, 3.50 articles compared to 5.18 articles for other professors. The mean number of
articles for professors who taught clinical subjects was 3.35, compared to 5.18 for other profes-
sors. The mean for professors who taught trial/appellate advocacy, finally, was 3.58 compared to
5.15 for other professors. All of these differences, like the correlations reported in Table 2, are
statistically significant.
62. Professors who had published a book before starting on the tenure track published an
average of 6.14 articles after joining the tenure track; other professors published an average of
only 4.88 articles. Professors who had published an article in a top-20 law review before entering
the tenure track published, on average, 7.20 articles after hiring. Other professors published an
average of 4.56 articles after hiring.
63. Professors who had published a book after hiring also published, on average, 6.84 post-
hiring articles. Professors who had not published a book after hiring published only 4.07 articles
on average.
64. Professors who had published an article in a top-20 law review after hiring published a
mean of 6.79 post-hiring articles. Professors who had not published in the most prestigious jour-
nals were also less productive overall, publishing only 4.00 articles on average.
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taught. Professors who held posts at the most prestigious schools
taught, on average, fewer credit hours than did other professors and
obtained more research leaves.65 Variations in institutional prestige
(or other factors) might possibly explain some of the bivariate rela-
tionships described above. Alternatively, these variations might mask
relationships that would emerge after controlling for other relevant
variables. To control for effects of this nature, I constructed a multiple
regression equation incorporating variables that might have affected
article production. Table 3 reports the abbreviated results of that
equation. 66
Even after controlling for all other variables in the equation, I
identified no significant relationship between article productivity and
teaching awards. Professors who publish a large number of articles
appear no more or less likely to win teaching awards than their
colleagues.
The apparent relationship between teaching constitutional law
and publishing articles, moreover, disappeared after controlling for
other factors. Constitutional law professors did not publish signifi-
cantly more articles than did their colleagues after I controlled for
factors like prestige of the tenure-track institution. Similarly, the neg-
ative association between article publication and teaching trial or ap-
pellate advocacy disappeared after controlling for other variables.
The significant negative relationships between article productivity and
teaching tax, legal writing, or clinical courses, on the other hand, per-
sisted. Professors who taught these courses published fewer articles,
on average, than did their colleagues.
Only one variable related to teaching load displayed a significant
relationship with publishing articles once I controlled for other fac-
tors: professors who listed more different courses in the AALS Direc-
tory also published more articles. The number of seminars listed in
65. Professors at the top-16 law schools taught, on average, 10.68 credit hours in 1996-97
and had obtained .99 semesters of research leave during that year and the preceding four years.
Professors at other schools taught, on average, 11.82 credit hours and obtained .62 semesters of
research leave. Both differences are statistically significant.
66. The table, like other tables reporting regression results, shows the results for all vari-
ables related to teaching and research, as well as for other variables with coefficients that
achieved statistical significance. Variables that did not measure aspects of teaching or research
and that did not produce coefficients attaining significance have been dropped from the table.
All regression equations, however, controlled for the variables described in part I. Full
regression equations are available from the author.
Although a few professors published many more articles than average, these potential outli-
ers did not affect the regression analysis reported here. I repeated the analysis after excluding
the most prolific professors, but did not note any substantial changes.
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TABLE 3
ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION FOR NUMBER OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED
SINCE JOINING THE TENURE TRACK
(ABBREVIATED RESULTS-SEE FOOTNOTE 66)
Unstandardized Standardized
Regression Regression
Variable Coefficient Coefficient Significance
Won Teaching Award .179 .015 .603
Academic-Year Credit Hours -. 041 -. 015 .612
Summer Credit Hours .130 .023 .424
Number of Different Courses .207** .067 .039
Number of Different Seminars .129 .028 .356
Semesters of Research Leave -. 290 -. 037 .209
Administrative Experience -. 486 -. 030 .301
Taught Constitutional Law .371 .034 .261
Taught Corporate Law -. 189 -. 016 .592
Taught Family Law .214 .014 .643
Taught Tax Law -. 976** -. 059 .050
Taught Trusts and Estates .366 .018 .550
Taught Legal Writing/ Research -1.031** -. 072 .017
Taught Clinical Course -1.113** -. 074 .020
Taught Trial/Appellate Advocacy -. 398 -. 026 .378
Number Pre-Hiring Articles .610** .292 .000
Pre-Hiring Top-20 Article .193 .017 .609
Pre-Hiring Book 
-. 179 -. 012 .684
Post-Hiring Top-20 Article 1.578** .174 .000
Post-Hiring Book 1.542** .168 .000
Birth Year .127** .167 .000
Supreme Court Clerk 1.375** .069 .036
Ph.D. 1.360** .097 .002
Nontenure-Track Job First .782** .088 .006
Tenure-Track Year -. 763** -. 249 .000
Y-intercept 64.297** .000
R 2 .37** .000
N 832
** Significant at .05 or less
the AALS Directory, however, was unrelated to the number of articles
a professor published. Similarly, neither credit hours nor contact
hours during the academic year correlated significantly with article
production after controlling for other factors. 67 Summer teaching
67. I did not include both credit hours and contact hours in the same regression equation,
because the two are so highly correlated. Instead, I estimated two regression equations for each
dependent variable using credit hours (for both the academic year and summer) in one equation
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(whether measured in credit hours or contact hours), research leaves,
and administrative experience continued to show no significant rela-
tionship to article production. 68
On the other hand, variables related to scholarship played a sub-
stantial role in predicting how many articles a professor had pub-
lished. Professors who had published a large number of articles
before entering the tenure track significantly outpublished their col-
leagues after taking a tenure-track position. Indeed, this was the most
important variable in predicting the number of post-hiring articles
each professor would publish.69 Professors who had published a book
after entering the tenure track, or who had published an article in a
top-twenty journal after that time, also published significantly more
scholarly articles than their colleagues. 70 Again, these two variables
ranked among the most important variables in predicting article pro-
duction. Professors apparently did not choose between writing books
and articles, or between writing multiple articles and articles that
would appear in top journals; these scholarly activities appear to be
complementary.
and contact hours (for both academic year and summer) in the other. I chose the equation that
best explained the dependent variable to summarize in the tables. I report results on the other
measure of teaching load in the text.
68. Even the cumulative effect of these teaching load variables, apart from number of
courses listed in the AALS Directory, showed no significant association with the number of arti-
cles published. When I added the variables reflecting academic-year credit hours (or contact
hours), summer teaching, administrative experience, research leaves, and number of seminars to
the regression equation in a separate step, the cumulative effect of these variables did not signifi-
cantly enhance the equation's explanatory power.
69. Pre-hiring publication of either a book or an article in a top-20 journal, on the other
hand, showed no significant relationship to the number of post-hiring articles.
70. I included the variable reflecting post-hiring publication in a top-20 journal in this re-
gression equation, even though those publications are part of the dependent variable, to test for
possible trade-offs or synergy between the quantity of publications and their appearance in pres-
tigious journals. To check for the effect of using the top-20 variable in this manner, I also esti-
mated the regression equation without that variable. The latter equation accounted for
somewhat less of the variance in number of articles published (R 2=.35), but coefficients for most
variables remained comparable. The one exception involved prestige of the tenure-track institu-
tion; when I dropped the variable for top-20 publication, the positive coefficient for prestige of
the tenure-track institution increased in size and became significant. Further investigation
showed that appointment at a prestigious institution, publication in a top journal, and productiv-
ity are all related. The professors at the more prestigious institutions, in other words, both pub-
lish more articles than other professors (on average) and are more likely to publish in the top
journals. Publication in a top-20 journal, however, better predicted the total number of articles
published than did appointment at a prestigious institution. For that reason, I chose the regres-
sion equation reported in text as the best model. According to that equation, publication in a
top-20 journal predicts higher productivity, while the prestige of one's tenure-track institution
does not contribute significantly to the prediction of productivity, once one controls for other
factors (including publication in a top-20 journal).
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In addition to these teaching or research-related variables, mul-
tivariate analysis revealed five other variables significantly related to
the number of articles a professor had published. Not surprisingly, the
most senior professors had published the most articles; year of tenure-
track appointment correlated negatively with number of published ar-
ticles. Professors who possessed doctoral degrees in fields other than
law, who had clerked for the U.S. Supreme Court, who had held non-
tenure-track appointments before entering the tenure track, and who
had a later year of birth also published significantly more articles, on
average, than did their colleagues.71
B. Books
Professors published many fewer books than articles. As table 4
shows, two-thirds of the population (66.1%) published no books
within their first seven to eleven years of tenure-track teaching.
About one-fifth of the professors (18.8%) had published one book,
while 8.1% had published two. The remaining seven percent pub-
lished three or more books after entering the tenure track. Because
variation in the number of published books was so small, I created a
single dichotomous variable indicating whether each professor had
published any books after joining the tenure track.
71. Prestige of the tenure-track institution, curiously, did not predict the number of articles
a professor would publish after controlling for other variables in the equation. But see supra
note 70. Prestige of the professor's 1997 institution, on the other hand, did correlate significantly
with article production when I substituted the former variable for prestige of the tenure-track
institution in the regression equation. The substitution did not alter any of the other relation-
ships in the regression equation. I retained prestige of the original tenure-track institution in the
main regression equation because professors more likely drew upon the resources of those insti-
tutions to produce the articles reflected in the dependent variable. Indeed, significance of the
coefficient for prestige of the 1997 institution most likely indicates that professors who published
a large number of articles were able to move to more prestigious institutions. The prestigious
appointment, in other words, flowed from the number of articles rather than vice versa.
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TABLE 4
TOTAL NUMBER OF POST-HIRING BOOKS PUBLISHED BY 832 LAW
PROFESSORS WHO BEGAN TENURE-TRACK POSITIONS 1986-1990 AND
REMAINED ON THE TENURE TRACK IN FALL 1997
(BOOKS COUNTED AS OF SUMMER 1997)
Cumulative
Number of Percentage of Percentage of
Number Books Professors Population Population
0 550 66.1 66.1
1 156 18.8 84.9
2 67 8.1 93.0
3 31 3.7 96.7
4 14 1.7 98.4
5 7 .8 99.2
6 3 .4 99.6
7 2 .2 99.8
8 1 .1 99.1
20 1 .1 100.0
In bivariate comparisons, professors who published books dif-
fered little from their colleagues on most variables measuring teaching
load, course subjects, or teaching excellence. As Table 5 shows, book
publication did not correlate significantly with winning a teaching
award.72 Nor did book publication correlate significantly with aca-
demic-year credit hours, academic-year contact hours, summer teach-
ing (measured in either contact hours or credit hours), administrative
work, number of courses listed in the AALS Directory, and most
teaching subjects.
72. About one-third (34.6%) of professors who had not published a book had won a teach-
ing award. A slightly higher percentage (39.2%) of professors who had published a book had
won a teaching award, but the difference was not statistically significant.
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TABLE 5
BIVARIATE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PUBLISHING A BOOK AFTER JOINING THE
TENURE TRACK AND OTHER MEASURES OF SCHOLARLY PRODUCTIVITY OR
TEACHING EXCELLENCE
Correlation
Variable N Coefficient Significance
Won Teaching Award 477 .045 .325
Academic-Year Credit Hours 461 -. 033 .482
Academic-Year Contact Hours 460 -. 021 .655
Summer Credit Hours 462 .020 .661
Summer Contact Hours 462 -. 019 .690
Number of Different Courses 832 .014 .689
Number of Different Seminars 832 .064* .064
Semesters of Research Leave 477 .076* .097
Administrative Experience 477 .032 .481
Taught Constitutional Law 832 .036 .294
Taught Corporate Law 832 .027 .434
Taught Family Law 832 -. 060* .081
Taught Tax Law 832 .058* .095
Taught Trusts and Estates 832 -. 015 .673
Taught Legal Writing/Research 832 -. 010 .783
Taught Clinical Course 832 -. 018 .596
Taught Trial/Appellate Advocacy 832 -. 051 .143
Number Pre-Hiring Articles 832 .187** .000
Pre-Hiring Top-20 Article 832 .111** .000
Pre-Hiring Book 832 .203** .000
Number Post-Hiring Articles 832 .301** .000
Post-Hiring Top-20 Article 832 .055 .116
** Significant at .05 or less
* Approaches significance (.10 or less)
Professors who published books, however, may have taught more
seminars than other professors; the correlation between these vari-
ables approached significance at the conventional level.73 Three other
correlations likewise approached significance at the conventional
level: professors who published books may have taken slightly more
research leave than other professors,74 been somewhat more likely to
teach tax,7 5 and somewhat less likely to teach family law.76
73. Professors who published books listed an average of .844 seminars in the AALS Direc-
tory; other professors listed an average of .718 seminars (p=.064).
74. Professors who had published at least one book had taken, on average, .740 semesters
of research leave. Other professors had taken only an average of .620 semesters of leave
(p=.097).
75. Almost one-tenth (9.6%) of professors who had published books also taught tax law;
6.4% of other professors taught tax law (p=.095).
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Variables related to research showed more consistent correlations
with book production. Professors who had published books, articles,
or articles in top-twenty journals before entering the tenure track all
were significantly more likely than their colleagues to publish a book
after hiring.77 As noted above, professors who published more arti-
cles after starting on the tenure track were also significantly more
likely to author a book. Professors who published a post-hiring article
in a top journal were somewhat more likely than other professors to
publish a book, but this relationship was not statistically significant. 78
Multivariate analysis (summarized in Table 6) substantiated some
of the above relationships, while eliminating others. Teaching awards
continued to show no significant relationship to book production. Ac-
ademic-year credit hours, student contact hours, summer teaching
(whether measured in credit or contact hours), administrative work,
and research leaves likewise lacked any significant relationship to
authoring books.79
The possible relationship between book production and teaching
family law disappeared after controlling for other variables. The asso-
ciation between books and tax law, on the other hand, became
stronger: professors who taught tax were significantly more likely than
their colleagues to have published a book. Professors who listed more
seminars in the AALS Directory may also have been more likely to
publish books, but the coefficient for this variable merely approached
significance (p=.072).
Two variables related to research successfully predicted whether
a professor had authored a book. Professors who had published
books before entering the tenure track were significantly more likely
than their colleagues to publish a book afterwards, even after control-
76. Ten percent of professors who had not published books taught family law, while only
6.4% of those who had published books taught this subject (p=.081).
77. Almost two-thirds (62.1%) of professors who published a book before hiring published
a book after hiring. Among professors who had not published a book before hiring, only one-
third (30.6%) published a book after hiring (p=.000). Almost half (45.5%) of professors who
published an article in a top journal before hiring published a book after hiring. For professors
who had not published an article in a top journal before hiring, the percentage publishing a book
after hiring dropped to 31.5% (p=.001). Professors who published a book after hiring had au-
thored 1.78 articles, on average, before hiring. Professors who did not publish a book after
hiring had published only an average of .962 articles before hiring (p=.000).
78. More than one-third (37.3%) of professors who published an article in a top journal also
published a book after hiring, while just under one-third (32.0%) of professors who had not
published in a top journal published a book (p=.ll 6 ).
79. Coefficients for each of these variables failed to attain statistical significance. In addi-
tion, adding these variables to the equation in a separate step failed to enhance the equation's
predictive power significantly. Thus, these measures of teaching load appear to lack both indi-
vidual and cumulative impact on book publication.
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TABLE 6
LOGISTIC REGRESSION FOR PUBLISHING A BOOK SINCE
JOINING THE TENURE TRACK
(ABBREVIATED RESULTS-SEE FOOTNOTE 66)
Logistic
Regression
Variable Coefficient Exp(B) Significance
Won Teaching Award .073 1.076 .759
Academic-Year Credit Hours -. 051 .950 .384
Summer Credit Hours .004 1.004 .974
Number of Different Courses .050 1.051 .462
Number of Different Seminars .166* 1.180 .072
Semesters Research Leave .162 1.176 .308
Administrative Experience .248 1.282 .445
Taught Constitutional Law .215 1.240 .335
Taught Corporate Law .107 1.113 .653
Taught Family Law -. 198 .821 .555
Taught Tax Law .815** 2.258 .011
Taught Trusts and Estates -. 456 .634 .283
Taught Legal Writing/ Research .339 1.403 .250
Taught Clinical Course .165 1.180 .607
Taught Trial/Appellate Advocacy -. 172 .842 .593
Number Pre-Hiring Articles .022 1.022 .639
Pre-Hiring Top-20 Article .485* 1.625 .054
Pre-Hiring Book .998** 2.713 .000
Number Post-Hiring Articles .142** 1.153 .000
Post-Hiring Top-20 Article -. 100 .905 .645
Editor of Secondary Law Review .799** 2.223 .021
Ph.D. .734** 2.084 .013
Law Practice .789** 2.202 .008
Nontenure-Track Job First .416** 1.516 .035
Tenure-Track Year -. 155** .857 .016
Nonemployed Partner .855** 2.351 .019
Y-intercept 10.824* .055
Nagelkerke R 2  .26** .000
N 832
** Significant at .05 or less
Approaches significance (.10 or less)
ling for other factors. Likewise, contemporaneous article production
was linked to book authorship; professors who published more articles
after beginning to teach were significantly more likely than other
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professors to have published a book as well.80 Professors who had
published an article in a top-twenty journal before hiring may also
have been more likely to publish books after hiring, but the coefficient
for this variable merely approached significance (p=.054).
The equation revealed several other factors significantly associ-
ated with book publication. Both professors who held doctoral de-
grees and those who had practiced law were significantly more likely
to have published a book than were colleagues lacking either of these
credentials. Faculty members who had served as editors of secondary
law reviews or held nontenure-track positions before entering the ten-
ure track were also significantly more likely than their peers to have
published books. Seniority likewise correlated significantly with book
production; professors who joined the tenure track earlier were signif-
icantly more likely to have published books than their more junior
colleagues. Faculty members with a nonemployed spouse or partner,
finally, were significantly more likely than single professors to have
authored a book.
C. Articles in Top-Twenty Law Reviews
The 832 professors in the study population had published 769 ar-
ticles in top-twenty journals-just under one article per professor. As
table 7 shows, however, almost two-thirds of the population (63.9%)
had published no articles in the top journals. Another 16.6% had
published just one. The top five percent of the population had pub-
lished five or more articles in the most prestigious journals; the top
one percent had published nine or more; the most prolific publisher in
the top journals had placed fourteen articles in those journals. Be-
cause so few professors had published any articles in the top journals,
and the variation in number of articles was relatively slight, I created a
simple dichotomy between professors who had published at least one
article in the top journals and those who had published none.
80. The number of articles published before entering the tenure track did not correlate
significantly with post-hiring book production after controlling for other factors. Likewise, pub-
lication of an article in a top-20 law review after hiring did not successfully predict book
publication.
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TABLE 7
TOTAL NUMBER OF POST-HIRING ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN Top-20 LAW
REVIEWS BY 832 LAW PROFESSORS WHO BEGAN TENURE-TRACK
POSITIONS 1986-1990 AND REMAINED ON THE TENURE TRACK
IN FALL 1997
(ARTICLES COUNTED AS OF SUMMER 1996)
Cumulative
Number of Percentage of Percentage of
Number of Articles Professors Population Population
0 532 63.9 63.9
1 138 16.6 80.5
2 62 7.5 88.0
3 32 3.8 91.8
4 23 2.8 94.6
5 10 1.2 95.8
6 12 1.4 97.2
7 9 1.1 98.3
8 5 0.6 98.9
9 4 0.5 99.4
10 1 0.1 99.5
11 2 0.2 99.7
12 1 0.1 99.8
14 1 0.1 99.9
Table 8 reveals that publication in the top journals, like book pro-
duction or article publication overall, failed to correlate significantly
with winning a teaching award. About one-third (32.6%) of profes-
sors who published in the top journals had also won an award for
teaching. Similarly, 38.0% of the professors who had not published in
the top journals won a teaching award. This difference, like the corre-
lation coefficient for the two variables, is not statistically significant
(p=.232).
Most measures of teaching load, on the other hand, displayed sig-
nificant correlations with publication in the top-twenty journals.
Professors who had published at least one article in the top journals
taught significantly fewer credit hours during the academic year and
enjoyed significantly more semesters of research leave.81  These
professors also engaged in significantly less summer teaching, whether
81. Professors who had published an article in a top-20 journal taught, on average, 11.39
credit hours, while other professors shouldered an average of 11.86 credits-almost a half credit
more each year (p=.018). Professors who had published an article in a top journal reported an
average of .88 semesters of research leave. Other professors reported an average of .53 semes-
ters of that leave (p=.000).
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TABLE 8
BIVARIATE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PUBLISHING AN ARTICLE IN A Top-20 LAW
REVIEW AFTER JOINING THE TENURE TRACK AND OTHER MEASURES OF
SCHOLARLY PRODUCrIVITY OR TEACHING EXCELLENCE
Correlation
Variable N Coefficient Significance
Won Teaching Award 477 -. 055 .233
Academic-Year Credit Hours 461 -. 110"* .018
Academic-Year Contact Hours 460 .121** .009
Summer Credit Hours 462 -. 160** .001
Summer Contact Hours 462 -. 095** .041
Number of Different Courses 832 -. 044 .206
Number of Different Seminars 832 .091** .008
Semesters of Research Leave 477 .225** .000
Administrative Experience 477 -. 052 .254
Taught Constitutional Law 832 .176** .000
Taught Corporate Law 832 .089** .010
Taught Family Law 832 -. 012 .736
Taught Tax Law 832 -. 089** .010
Taught Trusts and Estates 832 -. 131** .000
Taught Legal Writing/Research 832 -. 156** .000
Taught Clinical Course 832 -. 102** .003
Taught Trial/Appellate Advocacy 832 -. 125** .000
Number Pre-Hiring Articles 832 .094** .007
Pre-Hiring Top-20 Article 832 .315** .000
Pre-Hiring Book 832 .038 .275
Number Post-Hiring Articles 832 .308** .000
Post-Hiring Book 832 .055 .116
Significant at .05 or less
* Approaches significance (.10 or less)
measured in credit hours or contact hours.82 Professors who pub-
lished in the top journals, however, reported significantly more stu-
dent contact hours during the academic year than did other
professors.83 The professors who published in the prestigious journals
also taught significantly more seminars.84
82. Professors who published in the top journals taught, on average, .16 credits or 7.10 con-
tact hours during the summer. Other professors taught an average of .50 credits or 16.20 contact
hours during the summer (p=.001, p=.041).
83. Professors who had published in one of the top journals reported an average of 631.06
contact hours while other professors reported an average of 567.49 (p=.009).
84. Professors who had published in prestigious journals listed, on average, .87 seminars in
the AALS Directory. Other professors listed just .70 seminars (p=.008). No significant associa-
tion emerged, on the other hand, between publishing an article in a top-20 journal and either the
number of courses a professor listed in the AALS Directory or a history of administrative work.
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Teaching subjects also registered many significant correlations
with publication in the top journals. Professors who taught constitu-
tional or corporate law were significantly more likely than their col-
leagues to have published an article in one of the top journals.8 5
Conversely, professors who taught trusts and estates or tax were sig-
nificantly less likely to have published in those journals. 86 Professors
who taught legal writing, clinical courses, or trial advocacy also were
significantly less likely to have published in the top journals. 87
A consistent history of article production showed some of the
strongest correlations with top-twenty publications. Professors who
had published an article in a top-twenty journal before entering the
tenure track were significantly more likely than their colleagues to
publish in one of these prestigious journals after hiring.88 Similarly,
professors who published in the top-twenty journals after hiring pub-
lished significantly more articles overall than did their colleagues both
before and after hiring. 89 Publishing books either before or after hir-
ing, however, showed no significant association with publication of ar-
ticles in the most prestigious journals.
The results of my multivariate analysis for publication in a top-
twenty journal appear in Table 9.90 Receipt of a teaching award con-
85. More than half (53.0%) of professors who taught constitutional law had published an
article in the top-20 journals. Only 31.8% of other professors had achieved that honor (p=.000).
Similarly, 45.9% of professors who taught corporate law had published in the top journals, com-
pared to 34.2% of other professors (p=.010).
86. Only 7.7% of professors who taught trusts and estates had published in one of the top
journals, compared to 37.5% of other professors (p=.000). About one-fifth of tax professors
(21.0%) had published in one of the top journals, compared to 37.3% of other professors
(p=.010).
87. Among professors who taught legal writing, 14.0% had published at least one article in
the top journals, compared to 38.6% of other professors (p=.000). About one-fifth of clinical
professors (20.8%) had published an article in a top journal, compared to 37.6% of other profes-
sors (p=.003). Similarly, 17.1% of professors who taught trial or appellate advocacy had pub-
lished in one of the top journals, compared to 38.0% of other professors (p=.000).
88. More than two-thirds (69.2%) of the professors who had published an article in a top-20
journal before hiring repeated that performance after hiring. Conversely, less than one-third
(29.2%) of the professors who did not publish in a top-20 journal before hiring published in one
of those journals after hiring (p=.000).
89. Professors who published a post-hiring article in a top-20 journal published, on average,
1.50 articles before hiring and 6.79 articles after hiring. Professors who did not place an article in
a top journal after hiring published, on average, 1.09 articles before hiring and 4.00 articles after
hiring. For the before hiring comparison, p=.007; for after hiring, p=.000.
90. I estimated this equation both with and without the total number of scholarly articles as
an independent variable. As noted above, articles published in a top-20 journal count both to-
ward total number of articles and for the top-20 variable. One can argue, therefore, both in
favor of including one as a control when analyzing the other and against that position. See supra
note 70.
When I dropped total number of scholarly articles from the regression on top-20 publica-
tion, the coefficient for one variable (teaching tax) that had approached significance became
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tinued to show no significant relationship with publication in top-
twenty journals. Professors who won teaching awards were just as
likely as their colleagues to publish an article in one of the top
journals.
Professors who taught either constitutional law or corporate law
were significantly more likely than other professors to publish articles
in top law reviews, even after controlling for other factors in the equa-
tion. Conversely, professors who taught trusts and estates were signif-
icantly less likely to publish in the top journals. Professors who taught
tax law may also have been less likely to publish articles in the top
reviews, but this relationship merely approached significance (p=.076)
after controlling for other factors. 91 The bivariate relationships be-
tween publishing in the top journals and teaching the three skills sub-
jects (legal writing, clinical courses, and trial or appellate advocacy)
disappeared after controlling for other variables. 92
The number of academic-year credit hours taught by each profes-
sor no longer showed a significant relationship to top-twenty publica-
tions after controlling for other variables. Similarly, neither summer
contact hours, summer credit hours, number of seminars listed in the
AALS Directory, nor number of courses listed in the AALS Directory
accurately predicted the likelihood of publishing an article in a top-
twenty journal. The positive relationship between academic-year con-
tact hours and publication in the top-twenty journals persisted, but the
coefficient for this variable merely approached significance (p=.076). 93
significant; coefficients for two other variables (birth year and experience in a nontenure-track
position) that had not even approached significance became significant; one additional variable
(teaching legal writing) approached significance; and a final variable (year of tenure-track ap-
pointment) no longer approached significance. All of these variables (except for experience in a
nontenure-track position) correlate significantly with total number of articles published.
These changes counsel some caution in including number of post-hiring articles in the re-
gression on post-hiring publication in a top-20 journal. I elected to include the former variable
in the regression reported in text because it appears conceptually related to predicting publica-
tion in a top-20 journal. Publishing a large number of articles might enhance the likelihood of
publishing in a top-20 law review simply by increasing the number of articles submitted to those
journals. Alternatively, publishing a large number of articles might decrease the likelihood of
publishing in a top journal if quantity reduces quality and the top journals accurately select the
highest quality articles. In either case, it appears important conceptually to control for the
number of articles in predicting top-20 publication.
91. If I eliminated number of post-hiring articles from the equation, this variable attained
significance. See supra note 90.
92. Eliminating number of post-hiring articles from the equation caused the coefficient for
teaching legal writing to approach significance. See supra note 90.
93. As in the regression equations discussed above, I did not include academic-year credit
hours and contact hours in the same equation; nor did I include summer credit hours and contact
hours in the same equation. Construction of separate equations indicated that the contact-hour
variables predicted publication in a top-20 review better than did the credit-hour variables. Ta-
ble 9, therefore, reports the results of an equation using contact-hour variables.
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TABLE 9
LOGISTIC REGRESSION FOR PUBLISHING AN ARTICLE IN A Top-20 LAW
REVIEW SINCE JOINING THE TENURE TRACK
(ABBREVIATED RESULTS-SEE FOOTNOTE 66)
Logistic
Regression
Variable Coefficient Exp(B) Significance
Won Teaching Award .005 1.005 .985
Academic-Year Contact Hours .009* 1.009 .076
Summer Contact Hours -. 002 .998 .646
Number of Different Courses .058 1.060 .472
Number of Different Seminars .148 1.160 .180
Semesters Research Leave .344* 1.411 .060
Administrative Experience -. 078 .925 .845
Taught Constitutional Law .633** 1.883 .011
Taught Corporate Law .814** 2.256 .003
Taught Family Law .183 1.201 .624
Taught Tax Law -. 750* .472 .076
Taught Trusts and Estates -1.408** .245 .034
Taught Legal Writing/ Research -. 586 .557 .138
Taught Clinical Course -. 215 .806 .590
Taught Trial/Appellate Advocacy -. 383 .682 .334
Number Pre-Hiring Articles -. 043 .958 .419
Pre-Hiring Top-20 Article .880** 2.410 .002
Pre-Hiring Book -. 186 .830 .587
Number Post-Hiring Articles .140** 1.150 .000
Post-Hiring Book -. 074 .928 .740
J.D. School .258** 1.294 .013
Master's Degree -. 635** .530 .007
Supreme Court Clerk 1.556** 4.742 .017
Tenure-Track School .490** 1.632 .000
Minority -. 938** .392 .019
Y-intercept -16.519** .012
Nagelkerke R 2  .51** .000
N 832
** Significant at .05 or less
* Approaches significance (.10 or less)
Similarly, semesters of research leave continued to show a positive
association with publishing in the top-twenty journals, but this rela-
tionship also merely approached significance (p=.060) after control-
ling for other factors.94
94. Grouping all of the variables related to teaching load did not produce any significant
cumulative effect. When I added academic-year contact hours, summer contact hours, number
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Only two research-related variables reliably predicted publication
in a top-twenty journal after controlling for other variables. Profes-
sors who had published an article in a top journal before joining the
tenure track were significantly more likely than other professors to
publish an article in one of those journals after hiring. The number of
post-hiring articles also continued to predict the likelihood of publish-
ing an article in a top-twenty journal: professors who published more
articles were significantly more likely than their colleagues to publish
one of those articles in a top journal.95
Five other variables showed significant associations with publish-
ing an article in one of the top-twenty law reviews. Professors who
graduated from prestigious law schools or taught at those schools
were significantly more likely than other professors to have published
an article in one of the top journals.96 Professors who had clerked on
the U.S. Supreme Court were also significantly more likely to have
published an article in a top-twenty journal. On the other hand, mi-
nority professors and professors who had earned a master's degree in
a field other than law were significantly less likely to have published
an article in one of the top journals.
D. Teaching Awards
Information on teaching awards exists only for the 477 population
members who returned the Fall 1997 survey. As Table 10 reflects, just
over a third (36.1%) of those professors had earned at least one teach-
ing award. Almost fifteen percent (13.2%) of the survey respondents
reported more than one teaching award, with a high of seven awards
reported by two different respondents. Once again, however, the vari-
ation in number of teaching awards was small, so I divided professors
into two categories for the analyses reported below: those who had
won at least one teaching award and those who reported no teaching
awards.
of courses taught, number of seminars taught, semesters of research leave, and administrative
experience to the regression in a separate step, the addition of those variables did not enhance
the equation's predictive power significantly. The coefficients for semesters of research leave
and academic-year contact hours continued to approach significance at the conventional level.
95. The number of scholarly articles published before hiring, however, no longer reliably
predicted post-hiring articles in the top journals.
96. Substituting prestige of the 1997 institution for prestige of the original tenure-track in-
stitution had no effect on the significance of this variable: both measures of institutional prestige
showed a significant association with publishing in a top-20 journal. Nor did the substitution
have any other effect on coefficients in the regression equation.
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TABLE 10
TOTAL NUMBER OF TEACHING AWARDS WON BY 477 LAW PROFESSORS
WHO BEGAN TENURE-TRACK POSITIONS 1986-1990 AND
RESPONDED TO FALL 1997 SURVEY
(AWARDS COUNTED AS OF FALL 1997)
Cumulative
Number of Percentage of Percentage of
Number Awards Professors Population Population
0 305 63.9 63.9
1 109 22.9 86.8
2 33 6.9 93.7
3 15 3.1 96.9
4 4 0.8 97.7
5 6 1.3 99.0
6 3 0.6 99.6
7 2 0.4 100.0
Bivariate analyses, summarized in Table 11, showed that receipt
of a teaching award did not correlate significantly with the number of
articles published either before or after hiring.97 Similarly, professors
who won teaching awards were as likely as other professors to have
published a book before hiring,98 to have published an article in a top-
twenty journal before hiring, 99 or to have achieved either of those dis-
tinctions after hiring.100
Teaching subjects also showed little association with the likeli-
hood of winning a teaching award. The correlation coefficient for
only one subject even approached significance. Professors who taught
family law may have been somewhat less likely than other professors
to win teaching awards. 1 1 This association, however, merely ap-
proached significance. None of the other subjects produced a correla-
tion that even approached significance.
Variables related to teaching load showed more association with
teaching awards. A higher number of contact hours during the aca-
97. As reported above, professors who won teaching awards published an average of 5.34
articles after joining the tenure track, compared to an average of 4.91 articles for other profes-
sors (p=.283). Professors who won teaching awards had published an average of 1.27 articles
before hiring, compared to 1.24 for other professors (p=.887).
98. Just 8.7% of professors who won teaching awards had published a book before hiring;
similarly, 9.5% of professors who had not won those awards had published a book before hiring
(p=.7 7 5 ).
99. Among professors who won teaching awards, 12.8% had published an article in a top-20
journal before hiring. The percentage was somewhat greater (18.0%) for other professors, but
this difference did not even approach significance (p=.135).
100. See supra note 72; text preceding note 81.
101. One quarter (25.0%) of the professors who taught family law reported winning a teach-
ing award, while 37.4% of other professors reported winning a teaching award (p=.0 7 8 ).
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TABLE 11
BIVARIATE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN WINNING A TEACHING AWARD AND OTHER
MEASURES OF TEACHING EXCELLENCE OR SCHOLARLY PRODUCTIVITY
Correlation
Variable N Coefficient Significance
Academic-Year Credit Hours 461 .041 .375
Academic-Year Contact Hours 460 .103** .027
Summer Credit Hours 462 .013 .781
Summer Contact Hours 462 .037 .432
Number of Different Courses 477 .159"* .001
Number of Different Seminars 477 -. 078* .090
Semesters of Research Leave 477 -. 101** .027
Administrative Experience 477 .096** .037
Taught Constitutional Law 477 -. 068 .136
Taught Corporate Law 477 .020 .665
Taught Family Law 477 -. 081" .079
Taught Tax Law 477 .073 .110
Taught Trusts and Estates 477 .054 .240
Taught Legal Writing/Research 477 -. 022 .639
Taught Clinical Course 477 -. 066 .150
Taught Trial/Appellate Advocacy 477 .046 .321
Number Pre-Hiring Articles 477 .006 .887
Pre-Hiring Top-20 Article 477 -. 068 .136
Pre-Hiring Book 477 -. 013 .776
Number Post-Hiring Articles 477 .049 .283
Post-Hiring Top-20 Article 477 -. 055 .233
Post-Hiring Book 477 .045 .325
Significant at .05 or less
* Approaches significance (.10 or less)
demic year correlated with winning a teaching award. 10 2 Professors
who had won teaching awards also listed significantly more courses in
the AALS Directory: an average of 4.16 courses rather than the 3.72
courses listed by professors who had not won an award for teaching
102. Professors who had won a teaching award reported an average of 624.44 contact hours
during the academic year, while other professors reported only 570.46 contact hours on average
(p=.027). The number of credit hours taught during the academic year, on the other hand,
showed no significant association with winning an award for teaching. Similarly, summer teach-
ing (whether measured in credit hours or contact hours) was not significantly related to winning
a teaching award.
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(p=.001). 10 3 Professors who had won an award for teaching were also
significantly more likely than their colleagues to have served as ad-
ministrators. 10 4 Conversely, professors who won teaching awards took
significantly fewer semesters of research leave than did professors
who did not win a teaching award. 10 5
Multivariate analysis revealed very few significant relationships
between teaching awards and other variables. As Table 12 reveals, no
publication measure correlated with winning a teaching award after
controlling for other factors. Nor did the cumulative effect of the six
publication measures show a significant association with teaching;
when I added these six variables to the equation in a separate step,
they did not significantly enhance the equation's predictive power.
The coefficients for only two variables related to teaching at-
tained significance in this equation. Professors who had served as ad-
ministrators were significantly more likely than other professors to
have won teaching awards. Likewise, professors who listed a large
number of courses in the AALS Directory were significantly more
likely than their colleagues to have won an award for teaching.
Three other variables approached significance at the conven-
tional level, suggesting a possible relationship with teaching awards.
Professors who taught more contact hours may have been more likely
than other professors to have won a teaching award (p=.086). Con-
versely, professors who taught either constitutional law or clinical
courses may have been less likely than their colleagues to have won an
award (p=.058, p=.082).
The equation revealed only one other variable that reliably pre-
dicted likelihood of winning a teaching award: professors who had
held nontenure-track positions before entering the tenure track were
significantly less likely than their colleagues to have won a teaching
award after entering the tenure track. Other career experiences or
hiring credentials displayed no significant relationship with winning an
award for teaching.
103. Conversely, professors who had won a teaching award listed somewhat fewer seminars
in the AALS Directory (.67) than did other professors (.81). This difference, however, merely
approached significance (p=.090).
104. One-fifth (19.2%) of professors who won teaching awards had also served as adminis-
trators, while only 12.1% of other professors had administrative experience (p=.0 3 6 ).
105. Professors who had won an award for teaching took an average of .56 semesters of
research leave, while other professors enjoyed an average of .71 (p=.027) semesters.
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TABLE 12
LOGISTIC REGRESSION FOR WINNING A TEACHING AWARD
(ABBREVIATED RESULTS-SEE FOOTNOTE 66)
Logistic
Regression
Variable Coefficient Exp(B) Significance
Academic-Year Contact Hours .008* 1.008 .086
Summer Contact Hours -. 001 .999 .673
Number of Different Courses .265** 1.304 .006
Number of Different Seminars .004 1.004 .977
Administrative Experience .668** 1.950 .028
Semesters Research Leave -. 256 .774 .115
Taught Constitutional Law -. 578* .561 .058
Taught Corporate Law -. 342 .710 .291
Taught Family Law -. 184 .832 .639
Taught Tax Law .269 1.309 .520
Taught Trusts and Estates .616 1.851 .210
Taught Legal Writing/ Research -. 191 .826 .600
Taught Clinical Course -. 680* .507 .082
Taught Trial/Appellate Advocacy .347 1.414 .328
Number Pre-Hiring Articles .043 1.044 .472
Pre-Hiring Top-20 Article -. 304 .738 .370
Pre-Hiring Book .095 1.100 .814
Number Post-Hiring Articles .018 1.018 .564
Post-Hiring Top-20 Article -. 002 .998 .994
Post-Hiring Book .018 1.018 .943
Nontenure-Track Job First -. 564** .569 .033
Y-intercept 4.241 1 .547
Nagelkerke R2  .19** .017
N 477
** Significant at .05 or less
* Approaches significance (.10 or less)
E. Credit Hours
Most of the professors who responded to the 1997 survey listed
the courses and credit hours they had taught during the 1996-97 aca-
demic year. Table 13 shows the distribution of credit hours, after ad-
justing for leaves of absence or courseload reductions reported during
the same year. The mean number of credit hours for all responding
professors was 11.71; both the median (middle) and mode (most com-
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mon) response was twelve credit hours. Almost one third (31.0%) of
the responding professors reported a twelve-credit load.10 6
More than one-quarter of the professors (26.5%) reported teach-
ing loads of less than eleven hours, while 12.8% reported teaching
fourteen or more credit hours during the academic year. Six profes-
sors reported teaching loads of nineteen or more credit hours. The
highest teaching loads (those over fifteen hours) occurred among
professors who taught clinical subjects or who reported a reduced
teaching load for 1996-97. Some of these high teaching loads may be
misleading; they may reflect differences in the way clinical professors
report their teaching loads, as well as artificially high teaching loads
achieved by attempting to account for reduced teaching hours. 10 7 On
TABLE 13
ADJUSTED CREDIT HOURS TAUGHT DURING ACADEMIC YEAR BY 461
LAW PROFESSORS WHO BEGAN TENURE-TRACK POSITIONS 1986-1990
AND RESPONDED TO FALL 1997 SURVEY
(CREDIT HOURS FOR 1996-97 ACADEMIC YEAR)
Cumulative
Number Credit Number of Percentage Percentage of
Hours Professors Population Population
6.00-6.99 3 .7 .7
7.00-7.99 5 1.1 1.8
8.00-8.99 10 2.2 4.0
9.00-9.99 33 7.2 11.2
10.00-10.99 70 15.3 26.5
11.00-11.99 97 21.0 47.5
12.00-12.99 144 31.2 78.7
13.00-13.99 39 8.5 87.2
14.00-14.99 27 5.8 93.0
15.00-15.99 10 2.1 95.1
16.00-16.99 9 1.9 97.0
17.00-17.99 2 .4 97.4
18.00-18.99 6 1.3 98.7
19.00 and over 6 1.2 99.9
106. Of the 144 professors reporting between 12.00 and 12.99 credit hours, 143 of them
(31.0% of the responding population) reported exactly 12.00 hours.
107. Some professors gave ambiguous indications of the extent of a teaching load reduction.
Interpretation of these indications may have artificially inflated some teaching loads. In addi-
tion, some courseload reductions may have been more generous in theory than in fact. A profes-
sor who was supposed to have a 50% reduction for administrative work may, in fact, have taught
more than half the normal courseload. Applying the standard multiplier for a 50% reduction to
that courseload would have produced a teaching load higher than the professor ever would have
taught.
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the other hand, both professors who teach clinical subjects and those
who receive reduced teaching loads for administrative work often do
shoulder heavy burdens.
Table 14 summarizes bivariate correlations between academic-
year credit hours and other variables measuring research or teaching.
Professors who had published an article in a top-twenty journal before
hiring taught fewer credit hours than did their colleagues. 10 8 Simi-
larly, professors who published an article in one of the most prestigi-
ous journals after hiring taught fewer credit hours.10 9 The total
number of articles published after hiring also showed a significant
negative correlation with credit hours; professors who published more
articles taught fewer hours. 110 Book publication (whether before or
after hiring) did not show any significant association with credit hours.
Professors who taught more credit hours were no more likely
than their colleagues to have won a teaching award.'11 Nor did credit
hours correlate significantly with summer teaching, semesters of re-
search leave, or most of the subjects professors taught. Professors
who taught clinical courses, however, taught significantly more credit
hours than did other professors. 1 12 Professors who listed more differ-
ent courses in the AALS Directory also taught significantly more
credit hours. As might be expected, academic-year credit hours also
correlated significantly with student contact hours during the aca-
demic year. Professors who taught trial or appellate advocacy, or who
had performed administrative roles, may also have taught more credit
hours, but these relationships merely approached significance.13
As reported in Table 15, multivariate analysis produced a some-
what different set of significant relationships. None of the six vari-
ables reflecting research productivity, either before or after hiring,
showed a significant relationship with credit hours after controlling for
other factors. Nor did coefficients for any of these variables even ap-
108. Professors who had published an article in a prestigious journal before hiring taught an
average of 11.16 credit hours, while their colleagues taught an average of 11.82 hours (p=.015).
109. Professors who published in one of the top-20 journals after hiring taught an average of
11.39 credit hours, while their colleagues taught an average of 11.88 (p=.018).
110. The same relationship did not hold between credit hours and the number of articles
published before hiring.
111. Professors who had won a teaching award taught, on average, 11.83 credit hours; other
professors taught an average of 11.64 hours (p=.375).
112. Professors who taught clinical subjects taught, on average, 13.63 credit hours while
other professors taught an average of 11.45 hours (p=.000).
113. Professors who taught trial or appellate advocacy taught, on average, 12.18 credit hours
while other professors taught 11.65 hours (p=.093). Faculty members with administrative experi-
ence taught an average of 12.14 credit hours, while other faculty taught an average of 11.63 hours
(p=.072).
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TABLE 14
BIVARIATE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ADJUSTED CREDIT HOURS AND OTHER
MEASURES OF TEACHING EXCELLENCE OR SCHOLARLY PRODUCTIVITY
Correlation
Variable N Coefficient Significance
Won Teaching Award 461 .041 .375
Academic-Year Contact Hours 460 .158** .001
Summer Credit Hours 461 .038 .420
Summer Contact Hours 461 .012 .794
Number of Different Courses 461 .098** .035
Number of Different Seminars 461 -. 000 .994
Semesters of Research Leave 461 -. 007 .885
Administrative Experience 461 .084* .072
Taught Constitutional Law 461 .015 .752
Taught Corporate Law 461 .003 .952
Taught Family Law 461 .024 .611
Taught Tax Law 461 .036 .436
Taught Trusts and Estates 461 -. 002 .962
Taught Legal Writing/Research 461 -. 003 .946
Taught Clinical Course 461 .327** .000
Taught Trial/Appellate Advocacy 461 .078* .093
Number Pre-Hiring Articles 461 -. 036 .436
Pre-Hiring Top-20 Article 461 -. 113** .015
Pre-Hiring Book 461 .035 .450
Number Post-Hiring Articles 461 -. 111"* .017
Post-Hiring Top-20 Article 461 -. 110"* .018
Post-Hiring Book 461 -. 033 .482
** Significant at .05 or less
* Approaches significance (.10 or less)
proach significance. These variables also lacked any cumulative im-
pact on credit hours. When I added all six research productivity
variables to the equation in a single step, their addition failed to im-
prove the equation's predictive power significantly.
Winning a teaching award continued to show no significant rela-
tionship with credit hours after controlling for other variables. Con-
trolling for those variables, moreover, eliminated the apparent
associations between credit hours and both administrative work and
number of courses listed in the AALS Directory. Summer teaching,
whether measured in credit hours or contact hours, continued to show
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no significant relationship with teaching load during the academic
year.11 4
Professors who taught clinical subjects shouldered significantly
more credit hours than their colleagues, even after controlling for
other factors. This was the most important variable in explaining vari-
ance in credit hours. Once I controlled for other factors in the equa-
tion, a possible relationship also emerged between credit hours and
teaching constitutional law; professors who taught constitutional law
may have taught more credit hours than did their colleagues. The co-
efficient for this variable, however, merely approached significance
(p=.057).
In addition to these two teaching-related variables, six other vari-
ables showed significant associations with the number of credit hours
professors taught. Faculty members who taught at more prestigious
institutions taught significantly fewer credit hours, on average, than
did their colleagues at less prestigious schools; this was an important
variable in explaining the variance in teaching load.115 Minority men
also taught significantly fewer credit hours than average, but this dif-
ference did not apply to minority women. A significant positive coef-
ficient for the female-minority interaction term more than offset the
negative coefficient for minority status. Professors who graduated
from more selective colleges, served as editors of main law reviews, or
obtained their tenure-track appointment through the AALS hiring
process taught significantly more credit hours than did their
colleagues.
III. DISCUSSION
A. The Relationship Between Research and Teaching
This study provides no evidence of a relationship-either positive
or negative-between teaching excellence and scholarly productivity.
Professors who won teaching awards were neither more nor less likely
than their colleagues to publish books, publish articles in top-twenty
journals, or publish a large number of scholarly articles. Both before
and after controlling for other variables, I never detected a significant
relationship between teaching awards and post-hiring scholarly pro-
114. I did not include student contact hours for the academic year as an explanatory variable
in the equation analyzing academic-year credit hours. Contact hours are simply a different way
of expressing teaching load rather than a possible explanation for that load.
115. Substituting prestige of the 1997 school for that of the initial tenure-track institution had
no effect on this relationship. Both variables showed a significant negative association with
teaching load.
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TABLE 15
ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION FOR ADJUSTED CREDIT
HOURS TAUGHT DURING THE 1996-97 ACADEMIC YEAR
(ABBREVIATED RESULTS-SEE FOOTNOTE 66)
Unstandardized Standardized
Regression Regression
Variable Coefficient Coefficient Significance
Won Teaching Award .187 .042 .364
Summer Credit Hours -. 105 -. 051 .280
Number of Different Courses .049 .030 .571
Number of Different Seminars -. 001 .000 .992
Semesters Research Leave .125 .042 .385
Administrative Experience .379 .063 .179
Taught Constitutional Law .510* .094 .057
Taught Corporate Law .128 .020 .670
Taught Family Law -. 181 -. 026 .589
Taught Tax Law .570 .068 .155
Taught Trusts and Estates -. 232 -. 025 .601
Taught Legal Writing/ Research -. 438 -. 068 .170
Taught Clinical Course 2.204** .334 .000
Taught Trial/Appellate Advocacy .031 .004 .924
Number Pre-Hiring Articles -. 018 -. 017 .746
Pre-Hiring Top-20 Article -. 426 -. 074 .155
Pre-Hiring Book .380 .051 .295
Number Post-Hiring Articles -. 015 -. 029 .598
Post-Hiring Top-20 Article -. 031 -. 007 .904
Post-Hiring Book -. 146 -. 032 .524
College Selectivity .027** .106 .035
Editor of Main Law Review .580** .123 .043
AALS Recruiting Process .627** .135 .008
Tenure-Track Institution -. 185** -. 164 .012
Minority -. 971** -. 152 .026
Female -. 357 -. 082 .142
Female-minority Interaction 1.462** .173 .012
Y-intercept 18.783** .004
_ _2 .13"* .000
N 461
** Significant at .05 or less
* Approaches significance (.10 or less)
duction. Nor did I uncover any relationship between pre-hiring publi-
cations and teaching awards.
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Teaching load also showed surprisingly little correspondence to
scholarly productivity. Bivariate correlations produced a number of
significant associations, but most of these disappeared after mul-
tivariate analysis. After controlling for other factors, academic-year
credit hours and summer teaching produced no significant associa-
tions with the number of articles published, the likelihood of publish-
ing in a top-twenty journal, or the likelihood of publishing a book.
This somewhat surprising result may reflect, in part, the rather narrow
range of credit hours taught by most law professors. Two-thirds of the
professors responding to my survey reported teaching loads between
ten and thirteen credit hours; three-quarters reported teaching loads
between ten and fourteen credit hours. Changes in teaching load
outside this range might more substantially affect research
productivity.116
While credit hours showed little relationship to productivity, stu-
dent contact hours showed a possible positive relationship to publish-
ing an article in a top-twenty journal; professors who taught more
students in more hours of class may have been more likely than their
colleagues to have published an article in one of the most prestigious
journals. The coefficient for this variable, however, merely ap-
proached significance. Information on contact hours, moreover, was
available only from the 57% of the population who responded to the
survey-and some of those responses had to be adjusted to reflect
reduced teaching loads during the 1996-97 academic year. The possi-
ble association, therefore, may be spurious.
Multivariate analysis of the likelihood of publishing in a top-
twenty journal also revealed a potential positive association between
semesters of research leave and publishing in one of those journals.
Once again, however, the coefficient for this variable merely ap-
proached significance, and information on research leaves was avail-
able only for population members who returned the survey. The
causal direction of any relationship, moreover, is unclear. Concen-
trated time for scholarly activity may help professors produce articles
that gain acceptance in the top journals. On the other hand, publica-
tion in prestigious journals may help faculty members secure research
leaves. Future analysis may pinpoint the direction of this effect, as
116. Even within the relatively narrow range of credit hours currently taught by law profes-
sors, small changes may affect a professor's quality of life. A professor who teaches 12 hours per
year may feel more harried than one who teaches only ten. The regression analysis suggest,
however, that these changes in hours bear no significant relationship to productivity after con-
trolling for other factors.
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well as clarifying its significance, by incorporating the timing of both
top-twenty publication and research leaves. At this point, the rela-
tionship is only suggestive.
The only variable related to teaching load that attained signifi-
cance in multivariate analyses of scholarship was the number of
courses listed by each professor in the AALS Directory. This variable
showed a significant positive association with the number of articles
professors published. Professors who taught a large number of differ-
ent courses, in other words, published more articles on average than
their peers when other factors were held equal.
The subjects that the professors taught showed more significant
associations with their scholarly productivity. Professors who taught
clinical courses or legal writing and research published significantly
fewer articles than did their colleagues, although they were not disad-
vantaged in publishing books or articles in top-twenty law reviews
once I controlled for other variables. Tax professors published signifi-
cantly fewer articles, but significantly more books.1 17 Professors who
taught constitutional law or corporate law were significantly more
likely than their colleagues to publish in the top journals, even after
controlling for other factors. Conversely, professors who taught trusts
and estates were significantly less likely to publish in those prestigious
journals.
Taken together, these outcomes suggest relatively little relation-
ship between research and teaching. One finding-the association be-
tween the number of different courses and the number of articles
published-suggests the possibility of some synergy between the two
tasks. Professors who teach many different courses may receive intel-
lectual stimulation that prompts them to write more articles. Alterna-
tively, professors who write many articles may develop new
intellectual interests that prompt them to teach new courses. It is also
possible that some energetic professors enjoy both teaching multiple
subjects and writing many articles without necessarily deriving syn-
ergy from the two.118
The very absence of consistent negative relationships between
teaching and research-especially between credit hours and scholarly
117. Tax professors may also have published fewer articles in the top journals, but this rela-
tionship merely approached significance (p=.076).
118. The positive relationship between contact hours and publishing articles in the top jour-
nals could also indicate some synergy between research and teaching. Professors who taught the
most students may also have published the highest quality articles. However the fact that this
relationship merely approached significance, together with the limited data available on contact
hours, suggests caution in drawing any firm conclusion from this relationship.
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productivity-also may suggest that the tasks are complementary.
Both research and teaching demand time; excellence at either task re-
quires a substantial investment of both hours and mental energy. The
fact that a large-scale study like the present one failed to detect clear
trade-offs between these two activities may suggest that the tasks com-
plement one another for many professors.
On the other hand, a few findings do suggest some friction be-
tween research and teaching. The negative relationship between arti-
cle productivity and teaching either legal writing or clinical subjects
suggests that these time-intensive subjects may distract professors
from scholarship. In addition to their time demands, however, these
subjects have traditionally suffered from low status in the law school
curriculum, with professors who specialize in these areas often lacking
tenure-track status.119 Those status differences, rather than the nature
of the courses, might account for differences in article productivity. 120
Still, the time required to teach legal writing or clinical subjects may
make it difficult for these professors to publish as many articles as
their colleagues. 12'
Similarly, the possible positive relationship between research
leaves and publication in a top-twenty journal suggests some trade-off
between research and teaching. If additional semesters of research
leave enhance the likelihood of publishing in a top-twenty journal,
that may signal the need for concentrated research time to produce
high quality scholarship. Providing occasional research leaves for
faculty can be consistent with excellent teaching-professors re-
119. All of the professors in the study population who taught these courses also taught at
least one non-skills course and enjoyed the title "assistant professor," "associate professor," or
"professor." These characteristics suggest that the professors were on the tenure track. The
professors, however, may still have suffered from the low status that often attaches to skills
courses.
120. Professors who teach skills courses may derive less positive feedback from their col-
leagues when they do publish articles, diminishing the incentive to excel in that task. Alterna-
tively, these positions may historically have attracted professors who are less interested in
publishing articles.
121. The associations between some of the scholarship variables and teaching constitutional
law, corporate law, trusts and estates, or tax law seem less likely to indicate trade-offs or synergy
between teaching and research. Professors who teach constitutional law or corporate law may
be more likely to publish in the top journals because the law students who edit those journals are
particularly interested in those subjects. Conversely, professors who teach trusts and estates may
have difficulty persuading editors of the top journals to publish articles in that less headline-
grabbing subject.
The fact that tax professors are more likely to publish books and less likely to publish arti-
cles than their colleagues suggests a particular publication pattern in that field rather than a
relationship between research and teaching. All of these relationships, in sum, seem more re-
lated to publication patterns in the field rather than any distinctive association between research
and teaching.
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freshed by a semester on leave may return to the classroom with spe-
cial enthusiasm. The possible relationship, however, suggests some
tension between the two tasks of research and teaching. The relation-
ship itself, of course, merely approached significance in multivariate
analysis; the result is suggestive rather than proven.1 22
Despite these possible relationships, the overwhelming message
from the current study is that excellence in teaching and research lack
any substantial relationship at contemporary law schools. That con-
clusion must, of course, be tempered by the limitations of this study. I
obtained data on only a few measures of research and teaching excel-
lence. Tapping different dimensions of research or teaching excel-
lence might reveal more relationships between the two activities. The
study, moreover, measures only relationships among teaching and re-
search as they currently exist at accredited law schools. If schools
greatly increased or decreased credit hours, contact hours, summer
teaching, or number of courses taught, those changes might well affect
scholarly output. Similarly, a substantial change in the number or
quality of research publications might affect professors' performance
in the classroom.
Still, the findings of the present study are consistent with the
overwhelming majority of empirical studies that have explored the re-
lationship between teaching and scholarship in higher education. In
law schools, as in other academic departments, excellence in teaching
appears unrelated to excellence in scholarship. Some faculty mem-
bers are both productive scholars and excellent teachers, others excel
at one of these tasks, while still others are distinguished at neither.
Claims that scholarship either systematically detracts from teaching,
or that it is essential for good teaching, both remain unproven.
B. The Relationship Between Research and Research
Analyses of all three measures of scholarly productivity revealed
strong relationships both among those variables and with pre-hiring
measures of scholarship. Overwhelmingly, these analyses suggest that
scholarship predicts more scholarship. In fact, the type and amount of
scholarship a professor had engaged in before hiring was a remarkably
122. As noted above, the relationship between research leaves and prestigious publications
may run in the opposite causal direction; prestigious publications may enhance the ability of
professors to obtain research leaves rather than vice versa. Once again, this relationship would
suggest some tension between research and teaching. Under this scenario, professors who have
been particularly successful in publishing would be especially likely to seek and/or obtain re-
leased time from teaching.
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good guide to the type and amount of scholarship the professor would
produce after hiring. Professors who published more articles before
entering the tenure track published significantly more articles than
their colleagues after they started tenure-track teaching. Professors
who had published a book before they started teaching were signifi-
cantly more likely than other faculty members to publish a book after
hiring. And professors who had published an article in a top-twenty
journal before teaching were significantly more likely to repeat that
achievement after hiring.'2 3
Indeed, it is noteworthy that pre-hiring markers of scholarship
were stronger predictors of a professor's post-hiring scholarship than
were many traditional hiring criteria. The prestige of a professor's
J.D. school-by far the most important factor identified in empirical
studies of law school hiring' 24-showed a significant positive relation-
ship with publishing an article in a top-twenty journal, but was unre-
lated either to the number of articles published or the likelihood of
publishing a book. Professors who had clerked for the U.S. Supreme
Court published more articles than their colleagues and were more
likely to place those articles in top journals, but other types of clerk-
ships showed no significant association with post-hiring scholarship.
Editors of secondary law reviews were more likely than their col-
leagues to publish a book after entering teaching, but other types of
law review experience displayed no significant correlation with schol-
arly production. In most cases, moreover, a professor's pre-hiring
publication record was a better predictor of post-hiring scholarship
than these other variables. 125
It is also noteworthy that the prestige of a professor's tenure-
track school affected only one measure of scholarship. Professors who
123. The relatively strong association between pre- and post-hiring scholarship provides ad-
ditional evidence that scholarship and teaching are not highly interrelated. Professors who were
most productive before they started teaching continued that path after teaching-and even con-
tinued to produce similar types of scholarship as measured by the current variables (e.g., books,
articles in top-20 journals, and/or a large number of articles). Obtaining a tenure-track position
may have increased scholarly activity for all population members, but it seemed to have rela-
tively little impact on which faculty members would be the most productive.
124. See, e.g., Donna Fossum, Law Professors: A Profile of the Teaching Branch of the Legal
Profession, 1980 AM. B. FOUND. RES. J. 501; Merritt & Reskin, supra note 7, at 248-49 n.149.
125. The current study, of course, includes only professors who remained on the tenure track
7 to 11 years after starting on that track. It is possible that some of the traditional hiring criteria
better predict success among the full population of entering law professors. That is, these crite-
ria may be especially helpful in distinguishing professors who stay on the tenure track from those
who leave. I explore these issues in a forthcoming article. It is also possible that traditional
hiring criteria better predict success over 20 or 30 years, rather than the 7 to 11 years studied
here.
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began teaching at the most prestigious schools were significantly more
likely than other professors to publish in the top journals-even after
controlling for the credentials that helped secure them their more
prestigious institutional appointments. Conversely, the prestige of the
professor's first tenure-track appointment showed no significant rela-
tionship with either the number of articles a professor published or
the likelihood that a professor would publish a book, once I controlled
for other factors. 126 Institutional prestige, therefore, appears to affect
a professor's ability to publish in the top journals, but not his or her
overall productivity. 127
Rather than the prestige of a professor's post-hiring institution,
the professor's overall attachment to scholarship appeared to have the
greatest impact on productivity after hiring. Scholarship bred more
scholarship. Professors who published a book or an article in a top-
twenty journal after hiring also published more articles, on average,
than their colleagues. The more articles a professor published, the
more likely that professor was to publish either a book or an article in
126. It is important to remember that the regression equation controls simultaneously for all
independent variables. Bivariate correlations show that professors at more prestigious institu-
tions publish more books and articles on average than do professors at less prestigious schools.
The regression analysis, however, suggests that this effect is due to the skills, dedication, and
training of the professors (as manifested in their pre-hiring credentials) rather than to their ap-
pointment at prestigious institutions. Professors with equivalent credentials at less prestigious
institutions published just as many books and articles.
Prestige of the tenure-track institution did correlate significantly with the number of post-
hiring articles when I omitted the variable for top-20 post-hiring publications from the regression
on the latter variable. See supra note 70. As explained above, however, publication in one of
those top journals predicted total number of articles better than appointment at a top-20 institu-
tion did. See id. The analyses suggest, in other words, that professors at prestigious institutions
are more likely than other professors both to publish many articles and to place those articles in
top journals, but that professors at less prestigious institutions who succeed in publishing in the
top journals are equally likely to publish a large number of articles.
Prestige of the 1997 institution did show a significant positive correlation with the number
of articles published. See supra note 71. When combined with the failure of initial tenure-track
institution to show a significant relationship with article productivity, however, this relationship
most likely reflects a reward for prolific scholars who were invited to move to more prestigious
institutions. It is less likely to indicate that the institution's prestige aided the professor's
scholarship.
127. At least three mechanisms might explain the significant relationship between institu-
tional prestige and publication in the top journals. Professors who obtain appointments at more
prestigious institutions may possess scholarly skills-beyond those reflected in their pre-hiring
credentials-that lead them to publish better articles. The top schools, in other words, may be
successful in selecting the best scholars. Alternatively, the more prestigious institutions may
offer tangible and intangible benefits (larger research budgets, stronger peer support for scholar-
ship) that enhance the likelihood of writing an article that will be published in a top journal.
Finally, the prestige of an author's institutional affiliation may influence the publication deci-
sions of editors at the top law journals. The latter factor would include any advantage accorded
in-house authors on faculties publishing top-20 journals. The current database does not allow
identification of which of these-or other-mechanisms may be at work.
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a top-twenty journal. There was no evidence that different types of
scholarly production substituted for one another. Professors did not
diminish their production of articles by authoring a book or vice versa.
Nor was there any apparent trade-off between quality and quantity:
professors who published more articles were also more likely to pub-
lish one in a top law review. Instead, these scholarly activities either
enhanced one another or derived simultaneously from an underlying
commitment to scholarship that manifested itself in multiple ways.
C. The Mystery of Excellent Teaching
Regression equations analyzing the three scholarship-related out-
comes produced significant coefficients for nine to twelve independent
variables. The regression for number of articles published was able to
explain thirty-seven percent of the variance in article productivity,
while the regression for publication in a top-twenty journal explained
more than half the variance in that variable. 128 In contrast, the regres-
sion for winning a teaching award identified only three independent
variables with significant coefficients and explained nineteen percent
of the variance in that outcome. The regression for number of credit
hours found seven variables with significant coefficients and explained
only thirteen percent of the variance in credit hours. Why was it more
difficult to predict teaching outcomes than research ones?
In part, the difference reflects different sample sizes for the two
groups of analyses. For the three scholarly outcomes, I was able to
analyze all 832 professors who had begun teaching between 1986 and
1991 and were still teaching in the fall of 1997. Information about
teaching awards and credit hours, however, derived from survey re-
sponses so I could analyze those outcomes only for the 477 professors
who responded to the survey. It is more difficult for coefficients to
reach significance in a smaller sample, so analyses of the teaching out-
comes may have been less satisfactory partly for that reason.
It may also be that good teaching-or at least the likelihood of
winning a teaching award-is more randomly distributed in the popu-
lation than good scholarship. It may be more difficult to predict who
will win an award for teaching than who will publish many articles,
because there are fewer predictors for the former skill.129 Alterna-
128. The coefficient of determination R 2 or Nagelkerke R2), reported near the bottom of
each regression table, expresses the amount of variance in the dependent variable explained by
that regression equation.
129. It is particularly puzzling that two of the variables that might have predicted receipt of a
teaching award did not. Seniority, as measured by year of initial tenure-track appointment,
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tively, good teaching may depend upon intangible factors that are dif-
ficult to measure in empirical studies. Faculty members may predict
with some accuracy which of their colleagues are likely to win teach-
ing awards-and may even be able to articulate the factors supporting
those predictions-but the factors may not be susceptible of
measurement.
The possibility remains, however, that I was less able to predict
teaching outcomes than research ones because we focus more on the
latter than the former in academia. Several types of pre-hiring exper-
iences predicted excellence in scholarship. Graduation from a prestig-
ious law school and experience as a Supreme Court clerk, for
example, both played some role in predicting post-hiring scholarship.
Yet no pre-hiring characteristic showed a positive relationship with
winning a teaching award. If faculties stressed teaching as much as
scholarship, would we have developed some predictor of excellent
teaching (analogous to the Supreme Court clerkship or graduation
from a prestigious school) that could predict that quality? The appar-
ent absence of significant predictors of teaching excellence may derive
in part from the fact that we do not rely upon those predictors in our
own hiring.
IV. CONCLUSION: WHAT'S A FACULTY To Do?
What lessons can we draw from this empirical study of the rela-
tionship between teaching and research? Is it possible to base recom-
mendations for action on empirical results? As a faculty member, I
would draw four lessons from these findings.
First, I would take heart from the fact that teaching and research
were not inversely related in this population. Excellent teaching was
compatible with excellent research. This study, together with the vast
majority of other empirical studies, failed to find any negative associa-
tion between measures of scholarly productivity and measures of ex-
cellent teaching. We can strive for excellence in both tasks not only
on our faculties as a whole but within the same faculty members. And
we should publicize these results to legislators and others who com-
plain that research detracts from teaching.
showed no significant relation to winning a teaching award. At least in this relatively junior
cohort, therefore, experience did not enhance excellent teaching. Prior experience in a nonten-
ure-track position, moreover, showed a significant negative association with winning a teaching
award. The professors who entered the tenure track with prior law school teaching experience,
therefore, were less likely on average to win teaching awards.
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Second, I would consider the possible relationship between high
quality scholarship (as signaled by publication in the top reviews) and
additional semesters of research leave. Although the current analyses
merely suggest the possibility of such a relationship, and cannot distin-
guish the causal direction of that relationship, it is plausible that con-
centrated research time improves the quality of scholarship.
Providing occasional semesters of research leave, moreover, is com-
patible with good teaching. The enthusiasm of rejuvenated professors
returning from leave may compensate for the small loss in number of
classes due to leaves. 130 Professors who use a leave to complete an
important new scholarly work may also develop new interests that
spawn new classes; the regression for number of articles identified a
significant positive relationship between the number of articles pub-
lished and the number of different courses a professor taught. Re-
search leaves, therefore, could stimulate high quality scholarship while
possibly providing benefits in the classroom as well.
Third, I would consider the relationship between teaching legal
writing or clinical subjects and publishing fewer articles-but I would
not rely upon that relationship to discourage tenure-track faculty
members from teaching these two courses. Doing so would impose a
serious cost on classroom education. Legal writing and clinical profi-
ciency are among the most important skills we impart to students.131
Tenure-track faculty members have paid too little, rather than too
much, attention to these skills in the past. Instead, I would consider
whether the negative relationship results as much from the lower sta-
tus of professors teaching these courses as from the demands of teach-
ing them. If the most productive scholars on a faculty begin teaching
legal writing or clinical subjects, will their productivity decline? Or
will they find new opportunities for intellectual invigoration while also
130. It is interesting in this context that publication in a top journal also showed a positive
relationship approaching significance with the number of contact hours taught by professors.
Raising contact hours, at least within the current range of contact hours at law schools, does not
appear to hurt scholarly productivity-and may even assist it. It is possible, therefore, that
schools could provide research leaves without reducing the number of courses offered by slightly
increasing contact hours for professors not on leave during a particular semester. Class size, of
course, affects students as well as teachers. Any increase in class size would have to consider
possible negative effects on students.
131. See, e.g., SECTION OF LEGAL EDUCATION AND ADMISSIONS TO THE BAR, AMERICAN
BAR ASSOCIATION, LEGAL EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT-AN EDUCA-
TIONAL CONTINUUM (1992) (Report of the Task Force on Law Schools and the Profession: Nar-
rowing the Gap) (stressing the importance of writing and clinical skills in the education of
lawyers); Bryant G. Garth & Joanne Martin, Law Schools and the Construction of Competence,
43 J. LEGAL EDUC. 469, 490 (1993) (finding that 90% of hiring partners at Chicago firms thought
law school graduates should learn excellence in written communication in law school; knowledge
of substantive law was deemed considerably less important).
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benefiting students and raising the status of these subjects? Alterna-
tively, if legal writing and clinical subjects impose unusual time bur-
dens on faculty, can we find ways to compensate them for those
burdens so that they can both teach students these essential skills and
pursue scholarship vigorously? Answering these questions could yield
important benefits for both teaching and scholarship. 132
Finally, I would recognize that we know relatively little about the
conditions that foster excellent teaching and research. Even my most
successful regression equation, for publication in a top-twenty journal,
explained only fifty-one percent of the variance in that outcome. The
regression on number of post-hiring scholarly articles explained just
thirty-seven percent of the variance in productivity. Multivariate
analysis of teaching excellence was even less successful; I identified
only three variables with a significant relationship to that outcome.
The current analyses suggest that scholarship and teaching do not in-
terfere with one another (at least within current conditions on law
school faculties), but they also suggest that we need to know more
about the conditions that foster excellence in those tasks. They also
suggest some need to explore whether our conventional hiring criteria
best identify excellent teachers and scholars.133
In probing the conditions that produce excellent research and
teaching, it is essential to supplement group analyses with a focus on
individuals. Population analyses may stimulate thinking about the fac-
tors associated with excellent teaching and research, but individuals
132. Faculty members at the University of Iowa have long taught legal writing as part of their
first-year courses, yet that faculty ranks quite high in surveys of faculty scholarship. See, e.g.,
Colleen M. Cullen & S. Randall Kalberg, Note, Chicago-Kent Law Review Faculty Scholarship
Survey, 70 CH.-KENT L. Rav. 1445, 1456-60 (1995) (University of Iowa ranked eighth in articles
and pages published per faculty member in both the top-10 and top-20 law reviews, 1988-1992,
once in-house articles were excluded; the faculty ranked thirteenth in an overall ranking of the
fifty most prolific faculties). The experience of one school is far from conclusive, but Iowa's
history suggests that teaching legal writing is not inconsistent with scholarly productivity. My
own faculty at The Ohio State University assumed responsibility for the first-year writing course
in 1995, with no apparent decline in scholarly productivity, although our experience is still short-
lived.
133. I explore this issue in a forthcoming article, Publish or Perish: What Predicts Success in
Law School Teaching? Redrawing hiring criteria is a complex subject requiring analyses and
considerations beyond those presented here. Some predictors of success in scholarship or the
classroom, for example, may exclude groups that are important to legal education. Preliminary
analyses suggest that professors who practiced law before entering teaching published fewer
articles before hiring than did professors without practice experience. Lawyers who practiced
with law firms or corporations may also have published less than those who practiced with gov-
ernment agencies or public interest groups. Relying too heavily on pre-hiring publications,
therefore, might exclude practitioners-or lawyers with particular types of practice experience-
from faculties. Similar effects could occur for women and minorities, some of whom may fail to
publish as many articles as white men at a young age because of family responsibilities, lack of
mentoring, and other constraints.
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respond differently to those factors. The current analyses, for exam-
ple, show no significant relationship between credit hours and schol-
arly productivity. This does not mean, however, that the two variables
are unrelated for all professors. For some faculty members, teaching
an additional credit hour may stimulate intellectual creativity and
scholarly production. For others, an additional credit hour may ham-
per research and writing. The contrasting effects would cancel one
another out in a population study like the present one, suggesting no
relationship between credit hours and scholarship.
To create the best conditions for excellent teaching and research,
therefore, individual faculties and professors must examine their
unique circumstances. I encourage individuals to use the clues offered
by this study to examine the relationship between research and teach-
ing in their own careers. What conditions make you the best scholar
and teacher? In what ways do these two activities help or hinder each
other? Does teaching some subjects enhance your research? Do
some types of research activities stimulate your teaching? Is it more
useful (or distracting) for you to teach a large number of credit hours,
to shoulder many contact hours, or to teach many different courses
over several years? Every faculty member experiences the interaction
between teaching and research differently-and different conditions
foster excellence in those activities for different people. Empirical
studies are useful in identifying general trends and in challenging
deeply held assumptions-such as the belief that research and teach-
ing necessarily detract from one another. In the end, however, we
must each find our own balance between teaching and research, as
well as our own ways to excel in those activities.
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APPENDIX A
Law Faculty Teaching Survey
1. Please recall the courses you taught during the 1996-97 academic year, as well as
during summer 1997. Indicate below a brief title for each course, the semester
(or quarter) you taught the course, the credit hours awarded for the course, and
the approximate number of students enrolled in the course.
Brief Title Semester/Quarter Credit Hours Approx. Students
2. Did you have a reduced teaching load any time during the last five academic
years (i.e., since fall 1992)? If so, please indicate the academic year of the re-
duced load, the reason for the reduction (e.g., sabbatical, research leave, admin-
istrative duties, illness, childcare), and the approximate percentage reduction
(e.g., 1/4, 1/2, full):
Academic Year Reason for Reduced Teaching Load Percentage Reduction
3. How important do you believe each of the following factors are in tenure/pro-
motion decisions at your law school? "Your law school" means the school at
which you currently hold a permanent appointment - not any school at which
you taught in the past or are now visiting:
Student evaluations of teaching
Faculty evaluations of teaching
Quantity of publications
Prestige of journals for publications
Peer reviews of publications
Personality
Public service
Not at all
Important
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
4. How important is it to you to achieve success in each of the following areas:
Classroom teaching
Research/publications
Committee/administrative work
Public service
Paid consulting
Not at all
Important
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
Very
Important
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
Very
Important
5
5
5
5
5
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5. How much do you stress each of the following in your teaching? Consider all
of your courses combined.
Not at all A Great
Deal
Legal doctrine 1 2 3 4 5
Legal analysis and reasoning 1 2 3 4 5
Research and writing skills 1 2 3 4 5
Oral advocacy, interviewing, 1 2 3 4 5
counseling, fact gathering,
OR negotiation
Economic theory 1 2 3 4 5
Critical race theory 1 2 3 4 5
Feminist theory 1 2 3 4 5
6. To what extent is your scholarship addressed to each of the following
audiences:
Not at all A Great
Deal
Law students 1 2 3 4 5
Practicing lawyers 1 2 3 4 5
Judges 1 2 3 4 5
Legislators 1 2 3 4 5
Legal academics 1 2 3 4 5
Other academics 1 2 3 4 5
General public 1 2 3 4 5
7. Have you ever won an award for law school teaching?
No Yes If yes, what year(s):
8. In what religion were you raised?
1 Catholic 4 Other (please specify:
2 Jewish 5 None
3 Protestant
9. How would you characterize your political perspective?
1 Strongly liberal or left
2 Moderately liberal
3 Middle-of-the-road
4 Moderately conservative
5 Strongly conservative or right
10. Please circle the highest educational degree held by each of your parents:
Mother eighth grade high school college MAIPhD/professional
Father eighth grade high school college MA/PhD/professional
Thank you for your help.

